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1. Introduction 

Spoken language teaching, and more precisely, spoken language proficiency assessment, is 

an extremely current topic in Finland. From the start of the 2010–2011 school year, the 

assessment of the final foreign language course based on the Finnish National Core 

Curriculum (FNCC) in upper secondary school will be based on a spoken language test 

developed by the Finnish National Board of Education (FNBE). The assessment of the test 

performances will be carried out in reference to the proficiency level descriptors for 

speaking as defined in FNCC.  

For a student studying English as the A-language, which means that English studies 

have begun in the 3
rd

 grade in Comprehensive school, this change entails that the 

assessment of course eight, the optional specialization course, will be based on a spoken 

language proficiency test. Thus, in essence, course eight will become a spoken language 

course. (See e.g. Opetushallituksen määräys 10/011/2009; Opetushallituksen tiedote 

37/2009). 

The discussion over spoken language assessment in Finnish schools has been going 

on for years (e.g. Halonen et al 1999). Now, in addition to enhancing (and ultimately 

measuring) language proficiency in the fundamental medium for communication – 

speaking – a spoken language course is seen as supporting the development of listening 

comprehension (Tempus 2/2010) as well. Although some practical concerns still remain, 

for example, as to how the arrangement of a new spoken language course affects the overall 

supply of English courses in upper secondary school (e.g. Mäki 2009), for the most part 

issues related to the organization and funding of the tests have now been resolved, due to 

concentrated investigation (e.g. Lukiokoulutuksen suullisen kielitaidon arviointiryhmän 
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muistio). Also, the need for training the assessors, that is, the teachers of foreign languages, 

on spoken language testing has been recognized, and is being accounted for (e.g. Tempus 

2/2009) in order to ensure reliable and valid assessment of spoken language proficiency in 

this respect. In addition, the importance of test validity has been noted: the test should 

measure what it purports to measure, i.e. spoken language proficiency (e.g. 

Lukiokoulutuksen suullisen kielitaidon arviointiryhmän muistio).  

However, the validity of spoken language testing is an on-going and significant 

issue in the field. With what type of a test and with which criteria spoken language 

proficiency ought to be tested and assessed in order to draw valid conclusions on the 

participants spoken language proficiency is a complex matter that evokes discussion and 

concerns. As it is, the validity of spoken language testing has been questioned and critiqued 

for the lack of empirical foundation (e.g. Fulcher 1997; McNamara 1997) and the lack of 

collaboration between language educators and teachers, that is, for the top-down model 

(Lynch and Davidson 1997) in the development of the tests and assessment criteria. Also, 

the inconsistencies as to how the assessors may apply the assessment criteria, and the 

varying test conditions have been considered potentially invalidating the test results 

(McNamara 1997; Norton 2005). In addition, the tests have been critiqued for not 

corresponding with actual real-world English of today (Jenkins 2006a) and furthermore, 

spoken language assessment is seen as normative and prescriptive in its nature (Dewey 

2009). The issue of validity in spoken language testing was the premise for this research.  

The present study investigates the validity of spoken language testing and is part of 

the HY-talk project at the University of Helsinki. The project is a joint effort by the 

Department of Applied Sciences of Education and several language departments at the 

University of Helsinki and aims to develop and consolidate foreign spoken language 
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teaching and spoken language proficiency assessment in Finland. This is done by validating 

the FNCC assessment scales in lower secondary as well as in upper secondary school 

education, both empirically and theoretically (HY-Talk website). The assessment scales 

included in the FNCC, and thus dealt with in the HY-talk project, are based on the 

Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR).  

As part of the empirical research of the HY-talk project, spoken language 

proficiency tests, developed by the project staff, were conducted in comprehensive and 

upper secondary schools. As regards English, the tests were conducted in 2007. The test 

performances were assessed with the assessment criteria for speaking in the FNCC for 

comprehensive and upper secondary school, respectively. However, given the currency of 

the topic, the focus of this tesis is solely on the upper secondary school tests. The 

assessments were done by five assessors, who viewed video recordings of the test 

performances. These assessment sessions were also audio-recorded. 

To learn about the issue of validity as regards the HY-talk test and the assessment 

criteria for spoken language proficiency as defined in the FNCC, I conducted a discourse 

analysis on the assessment session discussions by the HY-talk assessors. I used these 

discussions as pointing out what the assessors regarded as the advantages and 

disadvantages of the HY-talk test and the assessment criteria. Then, in the light of this 

analysis, I measured the test tasks against how natural spoken language and typical spoken 

language interaction are defined in linguistics, and also compared how the different aspects 

of spoken language as defined in the assessment criteria, match with spoken language 

features as defined in linguistics. 

I begin by discussing the theoretical framework of this research in Chapter 2, as 

prior and current research on spoken language and spoken language testing are introduced. 
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To conclude the theory part I outline what Discourse Analysis
1
 (DA) is. In Chapter 3 I 

introduce the research questions, elaborate on the HY-talk assessment discussions, and 

introduce DA as a method in this research. After presenting the results of the DA in 

Chapter 4, I discuss the results, and analyze the test tasks and the assessment criteria in 

reference to prior research on spoken language in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6 I offer 

the conclusions of the present study and its implications for spoken language testing in 

Finland.  

                                                 
1
 Discourse Analysis with capital letters denotes DA as a theory or a method. The process of doing a 

discourse analysis is noted in small letters. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

In this chapter I discuss various features of spoken language, typical spoken language use, 

and spoken language testing. I also outline what Discourse Analysis (DA) is. It should be 

noted that Discourse Analysis can be discussed as both, a theory and a method. Therefore, 

in this section I merely describe features of DA that can be said to define it as a theory, and 

in Chapter 3 define Discourse Analysis as a method in the present study.  

 

 

2.1 Spoken Language 

Before discussing the features of spoken language in this section, we ought to first define 

what we mean by spoken language and how it may be distinguished from speech and 

speaking. Secondly, we ought to establish what type of spoken language we are dealing 

with; a political speech, chit-chat with a stranger, a job-interview, casual conversation with 

a family member, a formal meeting at work, or something different? Although the medium 

for communication in all these instances is spoken language, we cannot claim that the 

manifestations of spoken language in the situations are identical with each other. Thus, we 

must limit our discussion to a certain type of spoken language, that is, to a certain genre 

(c.f. McCarthy 1998; Chafe 1994: 48; Linell 2005: 24). In the present study, the discussion 

on spoken language is in reference to conversation.  
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2.1.1 Speaking, speech, and spoken language 

The terms speaking, speech, and spoken language appear to be understood rather 

synonymously in prior literature on the topic. Yet, I am inclined to point out that the terms 

may in fact refer to different phenomena. We may start with speaking, which I understand 

to refer to the use of the articulatory system, the actual physical effort of producing sounds 

that results in speech. In other words, speech refers to the outcome of speaking, the uttered 

sounds, that is, the sound waves that are identified as pieces of language in receiving them.  

However, I am inclined to argue that it does not automatically follow that speech 

must be sensible as a whole; we may analyze various phenomena of speech without it 

having to have to make any sense semantically, nor syntactically for that matter. For us to 

perceive speech, the individual utterances must be recognized as lexical pieces of language, 

thus excluding for example grunts and yawns, unless they are part of the vocabulary in 

some language.
2
 As a whole, however, speech may sound quite odd, even 

incomprehensible. In fact, if we adopted this definition, we could extent the argument and 

say that, in principle, speech may even comprise a mixture of various utterances from 

different languages.  

As regards spoken language, in the present study it refers to orally produced stretch 

of a particular language, adhering to the grammatical rules of the language to the extent that 

the result is sensible and coherent utterance or a continuum of utterances.  

Yet, as mentioned, how speaking, and especially speech and spoken language are 

defined in prior literature, is varied. For example Fulcher (2003: 23) defines speaking as 

                                                 
2
 In fact, Warren (2006: 73) suggests that grunts can be considered as „language about language‟, when their 

meaning is understood in reference to the preceding utterance. However, this can hardly be considered as 

speech, the same way as a nod, or thumbs pointing upwards may be perfectly understood, though clearly not 

spoken. 
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“the verbal use of language to communicate with others.” Linell (2005: 21) suggests 

referring to „speaking language‟ instead of „spoken language‟, as the prior term emphasizes 

the actual process of speaking, whereas the latter term tends to emphasize the product. In 

addition, Linell (2005: 18) prefers to talk about „talk-in-interaction‟ instead of „speech‟, 

since „speech‟ has a „monologist‟ connotation to it. Moreover, given that Linell treats 

speech somewhat comparably with talk that occurs in interaction, he appears to understand 

speech more along the lines of my definition of spoken language than the potential 

definition for speech I offered above.  

Tannen (2005: 14) gives speech a rather holistic definition, as she describes speech 

as “the use of language in all its phonological, lexical, syntactic, prosodic, and rhythmic 

variety.” Thus, as with Linell above, it appears that Tannen defines speech in accordance to 

my definition of spoken language, rather than speech. Furthermore, Carter (2004: 57) does 

not appear to distinguish between speech and spoken language, but discusses differences 

between speech and writing. Miller and Weinert (1998: 22-23) treat „spontaneous spoken 

language‟ and „spontaneous speech‟ interchangeably, and Chafe (2006: 62-63), discussing 

„oral language‟, does not differentiate between speech and spoken language, and in fact 

even refers to „read-aloud speech‟.  

Thus, given the interchangeable use of the terms speech and spoken language in 

prior literature, and despite the potential definition of speech I offered above, I treat the 

term speech synonymously with spoken language in the present study as far as definition 

goes. Correspondingly, as for example Luoma (2004), Fulcher (1997; 2003), and Norton 

(2005), equate speaking with spoken language as defined here, I adopt the same approach 

and do not distinguish between the testing of speaking and spoken language proficiency in 

the present study despite the potential definition for speaking offered above. 
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2.1.2 Characteristics of conversation 

As mentioned, we ought to limit our discussion to a certain genre of spoken language. The 

object of the investigation, the HY-Talk test, obviously dictates which genres of spoken 

language ought to be accounted for in the present study. I elaborate on the HY-Talk project 

in section 2.2.2. For now, suffice it to say that the test has three tasks, two of which are 

done as dialogues and one as a monologue. The two dialogue tasks are quite structured, yet 

appear to simulate informal situations that would suggest rather casual conversing in real 

life.  

For example Warren (2006: 11) states that conversation takes place “outside of an 

institutionalized setting.” In addition, Eggins and Slade (1997: 20) distinguish „casual 

conversation‟ from „pragmatic conversations‟, such as post office service dialogues, that 

have pragmatic goals. Hughes and Szcepek (2006: 137), for their part, describe interview as 

an example of a „semi-regulated conversation‟. Moreover, Warren (2006: 11-12) makes the 

interesting statement that “all other forms of discourse have their roots in conversation” and 

lists telephone calls and arguments as these „other forms of discourse‟. Chafe (1994: 41, 

48), in accordance with Warren‟s statement, describes „ordinary conversation‟ quite 

interestingly as “a baseline from which all other uses [of language] are deviations,” 

apparently because “conversing is in certain respects the natural use of language.”  

Therefore, in the light of these definitions in prior research on what is, and more 

specifically, what is not casual conversation, it is evident that the dialogue tasks in the HY-

Talk test simulate a casual conversation. Also, the ability to participate in „informal 

exchanges‟ („epävirallinen keskustelu‟) is mentioned in the proficiency level descriptors for 
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„task performance‟ („tehtävän suorittaminen‟)
3
 which is one of the „aspects‟ of spoken 

language tested in the HY-Talk project. As mentioned, I elaborate on the HY-Talk test in 

section 2.2.2 and on the terms aspects, and features of spoken language in section 2.1.3.  

Johnson and Tyler (1998: 27) remark that since conversation is such an everyday 

phenomenon, people tend to overlook the intricacies involved in it. This sounds like a 

reasonable assessment. According to Eggins and Slade (1997: 19), conversation has been 

defined in various ways in prior literature. For example, „casual talk‟, „casual conversation‟, 

„informal discourse‟, and „everyday chat‟ may refer to any verbal interaction from 

telephone calls to emergency services and intimate chatting with family members (ibid.) By 

the same token, Warren (2006: 6) echoes Eggins and Slade‟s observation stating that the 

definitions commonly given for conversation range from casual, everyday talk, to “any 

form of spoken interaction.”  

Nevertheless, the notion of conversation as co-produced by the participants is 

extensively discussed in prior literature. Warren (2006: 9-11, 139) offers a reasonable 

description for conversation, emphasizing that the participants have an equal status and 

shared responsibility in constructing it. Tsui (1994: 5) points out that natural conversation 

is not planned, and takes place “without any prompting.” Tsui (ibid.) also notes the 

reciprocal nature of conversation and how the participants create the conversation as it 

continues, as what is said in one point, influences what will be said next. According to 

McCarthy (1998: 31) casual conversations are motivated by underlying relational goals 

among the participants, thus allowing for example topic changes. In addition, Lindeman 

(2006: 25) emphasizes the importance of both the roles, speaker and listener‟s, in 

                                                 
3
 The translations are from the FNCC for upper secondary schools, and the HY-talk data, respectively. See 

section 2.2.2 for detailed discussion. 
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constructing a conversation, and defines conversation as no less than a „collaborative 

achievement.‟  

Mauranen (2006: 146) extends Lindeman‟s notion adding how conversations are co-

constructed regardless of whether the participants are native or L2 speakers of the language. 

Gardner and Wagner (2004: 3-4) echo this observation, noting that conversations held in 

the interlocutors‟ second language are „normal‟ conversations, although delay, 

reformulation, and certain types of repair may be more common, but not different, than in 

L1 conversations. In addition, Kurhila (2006: 221) found native speaker–non-native 

speaker (NS-NNS) interactions to be „fundamentally‟ no different from NS-NS 

interactions, although the interlocutors‟ contributions may be influenced by their “unequal 

linguistic positions.” Adams (2007: 29), on the other hand, citing multiple studies, notes 

that interactions between learners are different from interactions between learners and 

native-speakers as regards input and the opportunities for producing output, for example. 

Carter (2004: 111) discusses creativity involved in spoken language use, stating that 

spoken language use is most often unplanned and unrehearsed and co-produced by the 

participants in a conversation. Yet, Carter (ibid.) adds that in public performances such as 

wedding speeches the language use is likely to be planned and rehearsed. However, Carter 

(ibid.) considers this type of language use resembling more so written language than 

spoken. Miller and Weinert (1998: 22-23) also imply the unplanned nature of spoken 

language, as they note that spoken language occurs in real time, typically in a face-to-face 

setting between people, and allows no opportunity for editing the utterances in producing 

them.
4
 On the other hand, Chafe (1994: 43) points out that sometimes people may in fact 

                                                 
4
 Miller and Weinert compare this notion on editing with producing written language, during which the writer 

can pause and edit the produced text. However, I am inclined to question their definition and ask, could we 
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plan what they want to say, but in a more casual conversation this is not indeed the case, 

rather, “ideas tend to be activated off the top of one‟s head” due to time constraints.  

In addition, Chafe (1994: 53-55, 122) emphasizes the unplanned nature of 

conversation and the interactivity in it with the notion that speakers must take into account 

the „activation states‟ of the other minds. In other words, the participants must gauge what 

is interesting not only to themselves, but to their interlocutors as well, to keep the dialogue 

going on. Furthermore, Chafe (1994: 44-45) describes spoken language in a conversation to 

be dependent on its „situatedness‟, in short, on the immediate context in which it is 

produced by the interlocutors, co-present, and interacting together. Kurhila (2006: 10) also 

stresses the relevance of the context, that is, the „interactional environment‟ having an 

effect on the nature of spoken language.  

Linell (2005: 18) not only discusses how interlocutors co-construct the 

conversation, but they co-construct interpretations in a conversation, reciprocally 

influencing others‟ doings. Furthermore, Linell (2005: 19-20) makes the interesting 

observation that the interaction is not only dependent on the particular situation of the talk 

exchange, but on other contexts as well, noting the possibility of background knowledge 

the participants may have of each other and the things talked about.  

In addition, Linell (ibid.) points out that, in the context of the conversation, the 

participants may refer to various referents through bodily gestures (see also Kurhila 2006: 

19). In fact, Olsher (2004) discusses how spoken interaction is „embodied‟, and Bavelas 

(2000) (see also Carrol 2004) brings up „nonverbal acts‟, as gestures, facial expressions, 

and other such phenomena serve various purposes in the interaction.  

                                                                                                                                                     
not describe repairs in talk, such as false starts and rephrasing, as editing the produced stretch of spoken 

language? 
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To sum up this section, it is well established in prior literature that a typical conversation is 

open-ended, that is, it is not known beforehand what will be said. Yet, what is said at one 

point determines to an extent what can be said in an ensuing point. In other words, what is 

under discussion at each particular moment is determined by the on-going dialogue as the 

interlocutors in a face-to-face setting take turns speaking and listening, observing, 

interpreting, and most of all, reacting to what is said and done, thus interacting with each 

other, co-constructing and co-producing the conversation as it proceeds (e.g. Brown & Yule 

1983: 89; Levinson 1983: 315; Chafe 1994: 44, 121; Eggins & Slade 1997; McCarthy 

1998; Carter 2004: 111; Miller & Weinert 1998: 22-23; Linell 2005; Lindeman 2006: 25; 

Hughes & Szcepek 2006; Mauranen 2006: 146; Warren 2006; Kurhila 2006).  

Yet, as regards the present study, we may ask how valid it is to discuss a 

monologue, that is, the first task in the HY-Talk test, in reference to spoken language in a 

conversational setting. In fact, I do not consider this problematic due to the fact that, as will 

turn out in section 2.1.3, we can analyze some features of spoken language irrespective of 

whether the talk occurs in dialogue or monologue. Also, the monologue in task one was not 

allotted any more preparation time than the other tasks, thus differing from a typical speech, 

for example.  

 

2.1.3 Features of spoken language 

Linell (2005: 31) makes a rather provocative, and in the light of prior literature on spoken 

language referred to in the present study, perhaps too stern an argument, as he declares that 

“we have a truly fragmentary and largely inadequate picture of what spoken interactional 

language is like.” Obviously, as established by the discussion in section 2.1.2, we have 
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quite a good understanding of what spoken language interaction is like. Moreover, as 

illustrated by the discussion in this section, Linell‟s argument does indeed sound rather 

harsh.  

However, in order to discuss the nature of spoken language we ought to be clear 

which phenomena we wish to cover. In fact, depending upon what we refer to with the term 

features of spoken language, we could discuss various phenomena. For example Carter 

(2004) considers creativity as a „feature of spoken language‟. For Miller and Weinert 

(1998: 135) the simplicity of noun phrases is a „striking feature‟ of spoken language. 

Riggenbach (1998: 63) mentions grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and fluency as the 

elements which are traditionally “thought of as components of speech.”  

In the present study I limit the discussion to account for those features of spoken 

language that were tested in the HY-Talk project. I am also inclined to agree with Linell‟s 

(2005: 21; original emphasis) argument that spoken language may often be discussed in 

terms of features “which have regular counterparts in conventional writing!” I interpret this 

notion as allowing discussion on spoken language features in somewhat broader terms than 

which are explicitly dealt with in the HY-Talk project. Thus, although such features as 

pronunciation, fluency, accuracy, range, and interactivity are explicitly dealt with in the 

HY-Talk project, I do not discuss all these features in detail. Rather, I discuss spoken 

language features in somewhat broader sense, limiting the following discussion on prosody 

(covering pronunciation), fluency, and grammatical and lexical features of spoken language 

(covering accuracy and range). Also, I consider the above discussion on characteristics of 

conversation accounting for interactivity. 

In fact, it ought to be mentioned already that instead of spoken language features, 

HY-Talk project in fact tests „aspects of spoken language‟ (HY-Talk website, in English). 
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Yet, in other contexts, either on the project website or in assessment documents, other 

terms used for the same phenomena in Finnish are „dimensions of spoken language‟ 

(„puhutun kielen ulottuvuudet‟, my translation) and „quality features of spoken language‟ 

(„puhutun kielen laatupiirteet‟, my translation). These phenomena appear to be more 

commonly referred to as features of spoken language in prior research, however. Thus, I 

follow the same practice in the present study when discussing spoken language in general. 

Yet, when referring to the HY-Talk project, I use the term aspects of spoken language.  

 

2.1.3.1 Prosody 

Chafe (1994: 43) brings up the various aspects of prosody as he describes how the “pitches, 

prominences, pauses, and changes in tempo and voice quality enrich spoken expression.” 

However, in addition to simply making spoken language more (or less) colorful or lively, 

prosody appears to have a significant role in the co-construction of dialogue, discussed in 

section 2.1.2. For example Chafe (2006: 62) notes that spoken language is produced in 

prosodic phrases, or in other words, intonation units, regardless of whether read aloud or 

spontaneously spoken. Chafe (1994: 58) describes these intonation units as changes in pitch 

or voice quality, as changes in the duration of syllables and words, as well as alternating 

with speaking and pausing. In addition, Chafe (1994: 63) implies that the intonation units 

are involved in allocating turns to speak in a dialogue.  

In fact, Hughes and Szcepek (2006: 127) point out that turn-taking in a dialogue is 

heavily influenced by prosody, as interlocutors rely on prosodic cues in addition to 

syntactic cues when taking their turn as a speaker. Correspondingly, Ford et al (2003: 123-

124) note prosody, in addition to grammatical phenomena, influencing „turn building‟. 
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Linell (2005: 68) elaborates on turn-taking conventions noting that spoken dialogue is 

organized by turn-constructional units (TCUs), which are not, however, comparable to 

syntactic units. Moreover, the boundaries of TCUs, that is, the transition relevance places 

(TRPs), may be determined by prosodic criteria (ibid.) In essence, TCUs appear to 

correspond with Chafe‟s notion on intonation units. 

Given the definitions here, the implication appears to be that prosody may influence 

fluency as well. In fact, Wennerstam (2000: 116) discusses the role of prosody in fluency 

and notes that fluent speakers do use pitch levels to indicate relationships between phrases 

and to segment their speech into turns. 

 

2.1.3.2 Fluency 

Bavelas (2000: 99) notes that fluency commonly refers to verbal fluency, although it may 

be discussed in reference to both, spoken and written language. Yet, there does not appear 

to be consensus among scholars as to how to define fluency. In fact, Koponen and 

Riggenbach (2000: 5) state that it is impossible to define fluency as a unitary concept, given 

the various definitions of the phenomenon in prior research. Conversely, Carrol (2004: 202) 

notes that in discussions on second language talk, it is not well established what exactly 

causes the perceived „non-fluency‟.  

As an example of how fluency is often understood Koponen and Riggenbach (2000: 

6) illustrate how in some languages, for example in Finnish, the tendency is to perceive 

fluency as a flow of speech, as if speech were a current of sorts. Consequently, Koponen 

and Riggenbach (2000: 8) continue to discuss that within language assessment discussions 

fluency is therefore often understood as “a lack of excessive breaks” in speech.  
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Moreover, Koponen and Riggenbach (ibid.) note quite interestingly, and at the same time 

implying the significance with which fluency appears to be perceived in the ongoing 

discussion on spoken language, that fluency is often treated as parallel to proficiency. Freed 

(2000: 244) also notes that the terms competence, proficiency, and fluency are indeed 

commonly used interchangeably, and also given multiple definitions.   

Lennon (2000: 25) develops the notion that fluency parallels proficiency by 

distinguishing between a „broad sense of fluency‟ and a „narrow sense of fluency‟, with the 

prior term referring to no less than the overall oral proficiency. The latter term for its part 

refers to the speed and smoothness of oral delivery. Lennon (2000: 26) himself defines 

fluency as “the rapid, smooth, accurate, lucid, and efficient translation of thought or 

communicative intention into language under the temporal constraints of on-line 

processing.” Interestingly, Lennon (2000: 30) allows that, based on his definition, it would 

be plausible to argue that the more accurate the utterance, the more fluent the speaker.
5
 

Lennon, however, does not make this claim himself.  

Nevertheless, Lennon‟s definition underlines the differences in defining fluency 

among researchers. As it is, Koponen and Riggenbach (2000: 17) discuss that within the 

field of language education fluency and accuracy are in fact seen as “distinct and polarized 

concepts.” Furthermore, in reference to Lennon‟s definition of fluency, Koponen and 

Riggenbach (2000: 10) treat „smoothness‟ as a linguistically unspecific term, and estimate 

that raters would have difficulties determining what is halting or fragmentary speech, in 

contrast to so called smooth speech. Wennerstam (2000: 103) echoes Koponen and 

Riggenbach‟s notion stating that the various definitions of fluency do not establish which 

                                                 
5
 It is not clear whether Lennon means accurate in terms of grammatical rules, or accurate in relation to the 

thought that was to be translated (i.e. as precise translation of thought as possible.)  
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linguistic features in the speech correspond to the definitions. Furthermore, Wennerstam 

(2000: 106) hypothesizes that speakers‟ ability to use intonation in marking new and given 

information as a dialogue goes on, as well as in segmenting their speech according to turn-

taking conventions, corresponds with their overall fluency. Thus, Wennerstam offers yet 

another aspect to account for when defining fluency.  

However, Segalowitz (2000: 200) takes the discussion on fluency to a rather 

interesting dimension, arguably illustrating the extremes the lack of a unitary definition for 

the term allows. According to Segalowitz (ibid.), if a speaker has an extensive vocabulary 

in a language, that is, if they know many words, the speaker is considered fluent in the 

language. Yet, given how varyingly fluency may be defined, this sounds a rather plausible 

definition as well. However, Segalowitz (ibid.) continues to note that “people are 

considered very fluent in a language […] if they have a sophisticated appreciation of the 

linguistic subtleties of poetry.” Segalowitz does not elaborate on this notion, thus leaving it 

vague what the basis for and the implication of this notion are.  

All in all, given the variations in defining fluency, it is not surprising that Koponen 

and Riggenbach (2000: 21) call for unambiguous definitions, that is, when defining a type 

of fluency, it ought to be made clear which linguistic phenomena in speech correspond with 

the particular type of fluency. Yet, despite the fact that there does not appear to be a single, 

agreed upon definition for fluency, nor any explicit definitions as to which linguistic 

phenomena account for the perception of fluent speech, scholars do agree on what linguistic 

phenomena in speech are not signs of dysfluency. For example, Lennon (2000), 

Wennerstam (2000), Freed (2000), Ford et al (2003), Carroll (2004), and Olsher (2004) 

establish that breaks, hesitations, repeats, pauses, and other such phenomena do not 

automatically indicate that the speaker is not fluent.  
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2.1.3.3 Grammatical and lexical features 

Carter et al (1998/2009)
6
 note that, traditionally, notions on grammatically correct 

constructions have drawn on written language, whereas many spoken language utterances, 

though perfectly feasible language constructions, are considered ungrammatical. Or as 

Tomasello (2003: 8) articulates, rather bluntly perhaps, that languages, as they are actually 

spoken, are “very messy” in comparison to traditional considerations of grammaticality. 

Riggenbach (1998: 63) simply explicates that conversational language is not grammatical 

in prescriptive sense, drawn from written language. Moreover, Tarone (2005) declares that 

especially in the case of L2 speakers, the oral production does not conform to the target 

language rules. 

Carter et al (1998/2009) suggest that although grammatical rules do indeed exist and 

are needed, as regards spoken language, it may be more feasible to discuss grammar in 

terms of variable, instead of absolute rules. Du Bois (2003: 53-54) appears to take a more 

straightforward approach on the matter, also implied by Ford et al (2003: 122), advising 

that in order to “understand the system of grammar” we ought to focus our investigations 

on spoken language, apparently because “spoken discourse most transparently reveals 

grammar in use.”  

Nevertheless, Miller and Weinert (1998: 22-23) discuss spoken language grammar 

more extensively and note that spoken language phrases and clauses are syntactically 

simpler than in written language. For example grammatical sub-ordination is not as 

frequent in spoken language as in written. Furthermore, Miller and Weinert (ibid.) make the 

interesting notion that a sentence level analysis of spoken language is not very useful since 

                                                 
6
 Carter et al (1998) is re-published in its original full form with the original date in Hedge et al (2009). 
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the constituent structures do not necessarily correspond to the syntactic theory of sentence 

constructions. In fact, Chafe (1994: 63) notes that many intonation units, typical 

constructions in spoken language as discussed above, are in fact only parts of clauses, and 

moreover, Linell (2005: 68) discussing a variety of structures involved in spoken language, 

notes how many of them do not correspond with full sentences (see also McCarthy 1998: 

79).  

In addition, McCarthy (1998: 76) notes that spoken language is characterized by 

certain types of ellipsis, such as subject pronouns, auxiliary verbs, and articles. Moreover, 

Miller and Weinert (1998: 23) state that both, spoken and written language, have various 

grammatical constructions that are characteristic of and only exist in one medium, but not 

in the other. However, McCarthy and Carter (1994: 4) note that different modes, even 

though typical to one medium, may be transmittable to the other medium for some 

communicative purposes (see also Linell 2005: 24). Yet, McCarthy and Carter leave it 

vague whether they refer to grammatical constructions, as Miller and Weinert, or lexical 

choices. 

In fact, as regards the lexical aspects of spoken language, Riggenbach (1998: 63) 

notes that the range of spoken language vocabulary differs from that of written language, 

and furthermore, that conversational talk is marked with „common‟, „simple‟ vocabulary. 

McCarthy (1998: 118) brings up vague words such as „thing‟ which he defines as “certainly 

a frequent and very useful word in spoken language.” Along the same lines, Miller and 

Weinert (1998: 22-23) note that the range of vocabulary in spoken language is less than in 

written. Read (1997: 104), referring to prior research, states that spoken language, along the 

same lines as written language, is characterized by memorized lexical phrases, that is, 

group of words that have various pragmatic and semantic meanings in the interaction. 
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Interestingly enough, Read (ibid.) also states that vocabulary knowledge is often treated as 

a „lower-order skill‟ in spoken language testing. 

McCarthy (1998: 109) notes that, as regards casual conversation, the vocabulary 

tends to be characterized by relational function, serving to establish social relations 

between the interlocutors, instead of transmitting information. Moreover, Carter (2004: 79) 

makes the interesting estimation that „verbal play‟ is a prerequisite for fully establishing 

various relationships between interlocutors in a conversation, implying the possibility and 

the significance of grammatically and lexically “incorrect” language use.  

 

 

2.2 Spoken Language Testing 

Compared to how topical an issue spoken language testing is in Finland, it has a relatively 

long history, dating back to the early 20
th

 century. According to Fulcher (1997: 75), spoken 

language testing was developed during the WWII, with the emphasis on producing 

information on the person: how well the person could be predicted to succeed in real-life 

communication. In other words, the tests were used to assess whether army personnel had 

good enough language proficiency to carry out various tasks in combat. From this rather 

practical necessity as a starting point the development work continued, and by the 1960s 

the first analytic rating scale, covering accent, comprehension, fluency, grammar, and 

vocabulary was put to use in spoken language testing (ibid.)  

From the 1980s onwards, the development in foreign language education at large, 

mainly the emphasis of communicativeness, has influenced the nature of testing as well, 

steering the test tasks and assessment criteria to take a more communicative focus, as Read 
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(1997: 104) notes. The co-operative nature of spoken language communication was 

discussed in detail in section 2.1. Accordingly, it is noted in the literature on spoken 

language testing as well (e.g. Riggenbach 1998; Norton 2005; Jenkins 2006a). 

The need for a spoken language test, as any test, to be practical, reliable, and valid, 

is well established in the literature on spoken language testing (e.g. Fulcher 1997; Davies 

and Elder 2005; Banerjee and Luoma 1997; Taylor 2006). In other words, the test ought to 

be relatively easily conducted and it should produce accurate and precise results 

consistently. Yet, Fulcher (1997: 75) notes that investigating whether a spoken language 

test meets these standards is problematic due to the very nature of speech. It is easy to agree 

with this notion.  

To begin with, speech is not “self-documenting,” if you will, in contrast to writing. 

Thus, getting samples of one‟s spoken language proficiency takes significantly more effort 

and equipment than a pencil and paper, which would suffice for getting samples of written 

language proficiency. Also, to continue with the analogy, one‟s personal handwriting rarely 

influences our judgments on the actual message conveyed, but we do, however, tend to 

react more strongly on one‟s accent, potentially altering how we interpret the relayed 

message. The point being made, as Luoma (2004: 1) also states, is that testing spoken 

language proficiency remains a rather complex activity, with many variables to take into 

account. As it is, in comparison to practicality and reliability, the validity of the tests and 

the assessment procedures is a central issue in the on-going discussion on spoken language 

testing, an issue the HY-Talk project deals with as well.  

However, before proceeding to discuss the validity in spoken language testing in 

more detail, I am inclined to propose that spoken language testing is not synonymous with 

spoken language assessment. Obviously we can argue that assessment is inextricably a part 
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of testing. This is because to test, in its simplest form, is to see whether something occurs 

or not, and therefore unavoidably leads to a result, an assessment ranging from a yes/no 

statement to an intricate evaluation of various parameters. Yet, we can make a distinction 

between the two terms.  

To put it simply, we cannot test without making an assessment, but we can make 

assessments without testing something. Thus, I understand spoken language proficiency 

testing referring to conducting the tests, and to the test types and tasks, whereas spoken 

language proficiency assessment refers to the criteria and means we assess the 

performances in the test tasks with.  

However, though I find this distinction relevant to make, I also expect the use of 

these terms in their precise, full form to make the present study rather heavy to read. 

Moreover, based on prior literature on the topic, the researchers in the field do not appear to 

make an explicit distinction between testing and assessing, and often disregard proficiency, 

choosing to discuss „spoken language testing‟. Therefore, I make the following compromise 

in the present study:  spoken language testing accounts for the whole process, both the 

actual testing and assessment, with all phenomena related to them. Spoken language 

assessment, however, used when it is relevant to emphasize the assessment procedures, 

refers only to the assessment process, the criteria and scales used, the role of the assessors, 

and so forth.  

 

2.2.1 Validity 

Davies and Elder (2005: 801) exemplify the broader interpretation validity has started to 

gain. According to their definition, „the old validity question‟ sought to find out whether a 
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test measures what is claimed, whereas „the new validity question‟ aims to answer what a 

particular test does in fact measure (ibid.). However, it ought to be noted that within the 

frames of the present study, the latter question is too broad to answer conclusively. Yet, I 

do offer some interpretations in this respect in chapter 5.  

Fulcher and Davidson (2007: 4-8) elaborate on validity introducing three different 

types: „criterion-oriented validity‟, „content validity‟, and „construct validity‟. Criterion-

oriented validity relates to the relationship between a test and a criterion; how well the test 

score predicts a particular ability or performance explicated in particular criteria. Content 

validity relates to how representative a sample the test content is from the „domain‟ that is 

to be tested. Construct validity relates to defining and operationalizing an everyday concept 

such as fluency, so that it is linked to something we can observe and measure.  

In fact, Luoma (2004: 4-7), discussing the „cycle of assessing speaking‟ emphasizes 

the “construct validity and reliability.” Luoma (ibid.) defines „construct‟ simply as “the 

thing we are trying to assess,” thus implying the challenges involved in it. Fulcher and 

Davidson (2007: 7) discuss the challenges involved with construct validity more explicitly, 

noting that the concept typically relates to phenomena such as „fluency‟, „aptitude‟ and 

„extroversion‟, in other words, abstract nouns that are not specifically defined and 

exemplified.  

Interestingly, as regards spoken language testing, the challenge with construct 

validity appears to relate to more concrete phenomena as well. For example, Levis (2006: 

248) notes that the accuracy of pronunciation is potentially a very appealing feature to 

measure because it is quantifiable. Conversely, this notion emphasizes how, as regards the 

other features of spoken language, we must make qualitative judgments. Yet, Levis (2006: 

251) continues to note that even with the accuracy of pronunciation, although quantifiable 
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and therefore a rather “solid” criterion, it is not possible to specify consistently which errors 

are more serious than others, thus making accuracy of pronunciation in his estimation an 

unusable criterion to assess spoken language proficiency after all. 

However, as regards the present study, it ought to be noted that the purpose is not to 

investigate the content, criterion and construct validity of the HY-Talk test, but rather, 

discuss the validity of the test more generally. Yet, given the definitions above, I find it 

possible to interpret research questions two and three concentrating on the content-validity, 

as well as dealing with the construct-validity of the HY-Talk test (and the assessment 

criteria included in it). Also, the discussion in Chapter 5, as I analyze the assessment 

criteria in more detail, can be said to deal with the criterion-validity. 

Nonetheless, McNamara (2005: 775-776) describes how from the mid-nineties 

onwards the “theories of validity […] have increasingly stressed the social context and the 

meaning of assessments.” In fact, the issue with validity in spoken language testing appears 

to be first and foremost related to assessment. For example McNamara (1997) and Norton 

(2005: 295) introduce a variety of phenomena jeopardizing the validity of  the assessments 

of spoken language test performances, ranging from the inconsistencies with which the 

testers may apply the assessment criteria to the varying test conditions.  

However, we could presume that, at least in theory, the latter notion could be 

resolved and thus deemed valid. Perhaps the test conditions could be standardized to the 

extent that the test setting could be determined to be equal to each candidate. Furthermore, 

as regards the potential variations in how the testers interpret and assess the test 

performances, Taylor (2006: 53) in fact argues, perhaps rather boldly, that the testers can be 

“trained and regularly standardized to apply assessment criteria and scales in a consistent 

manner.” However, even if, to put it bluntly, the tests took place in a static vacuum and the 
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testers were consistent machines, always performing within the same unaltered margins of 

error, it would not guarantee the validity of the assessment. The validity of the actual test 

and the criteria applied in the assessment needs to be guaranteed as well.  

Yet, for example Fulcher (1997: 78) cites a number of studies indicating how earlier 

spoken language testing lacked in empirical foundation, thus arguably questioning their 

validity. McNamara (1997: 134-137) echoes the importance of having empirical grounds 

for making inferences about the candidates and their language proficiency, instead of 

having a discrete, a priori criteria superimposed on the test performance for assessment. 

Moreover, Lynch and Davidson (1997: 271) critique the lack of collaboration and the „top-

down model‟ involved in the development of language tests and rating scales, as language 

„experts‟ are responsible for writing the criteria specifications while teachers‟ role is to 

merely conduct the tests. Lynch and Davidson‟s critique appears to be rather 

understandable based on Taylor (2006: 53) above, who implies the „top-down‟ approach in 

training the testers.  

What is more, not only agreeing with Lynch and Davidson above, but taking their 

sentiment even further, Dewey (2009) claims that the language assessment criteria in use, 

such as the CEFR, contain too narrowly defined categories, and that language assessment 

tends to be prescriptive and normative in its nature, even resulting in the use of language 

test as a „powerful tool‟ when a government implements its policies
7
. In addition, echoing 

Dewey‟s sentiments, Jenkins (2006a) critiques how the English language tests usually do 

not correspond with what actual real-world English is today, as they take only British and 

American English varieties into account. 

                                                 
7
 Dewey discusses the nature of the language tests used when a person outside the EU wishes to settle in the 

United Kingdom. 
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All in all, as a way to overcome these issues and potential problems in spoken language 

testing, researchers (e.g. Fulcher 1997: 83; Lynch & Davidson 1997: 271) suggest 

interdisciplinary co-operation in developing the tests and assessment conventions. In fact, 

this approach has apparently taken place already (Taylor 2006: 54; see also Mackey 2007: 

1-10.) Yet, it seems rather fair to conclude that the work on spoken language testing is very 

much in progress.  

Naturally, the developments in spoken language testing have been evident in 

Finland as well. Foreign language proficiency assessment has been based on rating scales 

and descriptors for different levels of language proficiency for years (e.g. Lynch and 

Davidson 1997: 268). As mentioned, these assessment scales and the framework of level 

descriptors used in foreign language education in Finland as presented in FNCC for upper 

secondary school are derived from the CEFR. Moreover, the HY-Talk project at the 

University of Helsinki deals with validating the FNCC assessment scale for speaking. 

 

2.2.2 HY-Talk project: testing spoken language proficiency 

The HY-Talk project is a joint effort by the Department of Applied Sciences of Education 

and several language departments at the University of Helsinki. On the HY-Talk website it 

is stated that the aim of the project is to “improve the reliability of assessment procedures in 

Finnish comprehensive and upper secondary schools” and also “validating the CEF 

(Common European Framework of Reference for languages) scales of language proficiency 

modified for the Finnish National Core Curricula” (HY-Talk website, in English).  

At the core of the HY-Talk project are spoken language tests that were developed 

and organized by the project staff. The test comes in two versions: one for comprehensive 
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school students and the other for upper secondary school students.
8
 These two tests are 

slightly different in their content, but they both are compiled in Finnish, and are similar in 

structure as both tests consist of three parts, preceded by a warm up where the test 

organizer chats with the participants for a couple of minutes. Also, right before the test the 

students have twenty minutes of time to prepare for the test in the pairs they were to take 

the test. 

The HY-Talk test tasks are quite structured. The first task is a monologue, as the 

participants “make” an introductory video about themselves to a distant relative who lives, 

in this case, in an English speaking country. The participants are given a list of subjects 

related to their life that they should talk about when making the video. How they should 

talk about these subjects is also pre-determined, as they are instructed to tell or ask about a 

particular thing, or promise something.  

The participants have two roles they switch from task to task, as they either 

converse as themselves or the distant relative from abroad. In task two (parts 2.1 and 2.2) 

the situations where the talk exchanges take place are described in detail, as they discuss 

the distant relative‟s accommodation and a movie they have just seen, respectively. 

Moreover, in task two the turns to speak are pre-assigned and the participants are given 

contents for their utterances they are to form according to the instructions. For example, in 

task 2.1 the participants are instructed to ask for instructions (e.g. where they can put their 

personal hygiene products), or their pair‟s opinion on given issues. In task 2.2 they are to 

express their feelings (e.g. to describe their emotional state) and to act in a certain way (e.g. 

                                                 
8
 As was outlined in the introduction, the present study deals with spoken language proficiency assessment in 

upper secondary school. Thus, only the test for upper secondary school is included. See Appendix 1. 
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to react calmingly in a situation where the other one is surprised). The participants follow 

the instructions and the conversation model from the paper throughout the test.  

The tests were held at one comprehensive school and two upper secondary schools 

in the Helsinki metropolitan area in 2007. The participants were volunteers, notified of the 

test beforehand. Each test was conducted in pairs that the students themselves had selected 

beforehand. All in all sixteen comprehensive school students (eight pairs) and forty upper 

secondary school students (twenty pairs) participated in the tests. In the upper secondary 

school the participants were first year students. Each test performance was audio and video-

recorded.  

The test performances were assessed by five assessors in the spring 2008, viewing 

the video recordings of the test performances. I elaborate on the assessors and the 

assessment sessions in section 3.2. Each participant‟s test performance was assessed in 

relation to six „aspects‟ of spoken language proficiency. That is, the participants were given 

grades on task performance (tehtävän suorittaminen), fluency (sujuvuus), range (laajuus), 

pronunciation (ääntäminen), accuracy (oikeakielisyys), and interaction 

(vuorovaikutustaidot) (HY-Talk website).  

The proficiency level descriptors for all these aspects,
9
 with the exception of 

interaction, are drawn from the proficiency level descriptors for speaking in the FNCC for 

upper secondary school. The only difference between the HY-Talk and the FNCC level 

descriptors is that the HY-Talk scale is more specifically presented. In the FNCC scale the 

proficiency levels for speaking from A1.1 to C1.1 are described with references to overall 

ability (i.e. task performance), pronunciation, fluency, accuracy, and range, respectively. In 

the HY-Talk scale, however, these same references, with the same exact words, are 

                                                 
9
 Appendix 2: Assessment scales for HY-talk project, in Finnish. 
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compiled under the proficiency level descriptors for each aspect individually. Thus, the 

criteria are identical, but the HY-Talk scale is more specifically presented (c.f. Lukion 

opetussuunnitelman perusteet 2003). Interaction, however, is not dealt with in the FNCC, 

but was distinguished and assessed as a special feature in the HY-Talk project. In addition, 

the aspect task performance, also referred to as „themes, texts, and purposes‟ („teemat, 

tekstit, tarkoitukset‟, my translation) in the HY-Talk project data, was treated more or less 

as accounting for the overall grade.  

 

 

2.3 Discourse Analysis 

Denzin and Lincoln (2003: 9) point out that qualitative research does not have any clearly 

defined theory nor a paradigm assigned solely to it. Neither does a qualitative study 

presume the use of one methodological approach over others. Accordingly, it is not 

surprising that Discourse Analysis (DA) cannot be defined by the application of only one 

clearly defined theory, or methodology, to conduct research. Or as Silverman (2001: 178) 

puts it, “DA is quite heterogeneous and it is, therefore, difficult to arrive at a clear 

definition of it.”  

In fact, it is important to note that defining Discourse Analysis is not only balancing 

between theory and methodology. Rather, DA can be conducted as a purely linguistic 

analysis, or, as in the present study, interpreting a piece of language as a „construction of 

social reality‟ as Cameron (2001: 13) calls it (see also Fairclough 2003). In fact, perhaps we 

could condense the difference between the two approaches as focusing on the use of 
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language and interpreting it as an instrument to reach goals (i.e. linguistic focus), versus 

interpreting a piece of language as an illustrator of various phenomena (i.e. social focus).  

Fundamentally, DA focusing on the construction of social reality is about doing the 

analysis heuristically. Therefore, I discuss this heuristic nature of DA separately in section 

2.3.2. However, first I define some key concepts and illustrate the differences between the 

two major approaches to DA. 

 

2.3.1 Definition of key concepts 

Given that the central concepts and the very definition of DA are contingent on the goal of 

a given study and the analyst developing the methodology, I discuss in this section only the 

theoretical key concepts related to DA in general, and give full definition of key concepts in 

the present study in section 3.3 where I discuss the methodology of the present study. For 

now, it is sufficient to discuss the concepts text and discourse, starting with linguistic DA, 

and proceeding to DA focusing on social reality.  

Aijmer and Stenström (2004: 4) point out, echoing Silverman‟s quote above, that 

DA is one of the “least defined areas of linguistics.” As regards the definition for text and 

discourse, Aijmer and Stenström (2004: 1) note that text has traditionally referred to 

concrete, printed texts, whereas discourse has been used in reference to spoken texts. 

However, as we notice in the following discussion, this is no longer the case. In fact, 

Aijmer and Stenström (2004: 4) do not adhere to this dichotomy either, but choose to use 

Discourse Analysis as an umbrella term for any discussion on text and discourse. 

Aijmer and Stenström (ibid.) also bring up the notion of descriptive discourse 

analysis, within which the goal of a study is to identify units of language use that are larger 
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than any grammatical constructions. These units are distinguished from the text according 

to the function they have, that is, according to the acts the units seem to perform within a 

context. Thus, the question that is answered is what functions certain units of language use, 

spoken or written, have within a given text. Interestingly, based on the terminology with 

„units‟, „functions‟, „context‟ and „text‟, this descriptive DA appears to be a fusion of sorts 

of two separate approaches that Schiffrin (1994) notes in her discussion.  

Schiffrin (1994) discusses how the definition of discourse is contingent upon the 

given paradigm a particular study is based on. She introduces definitions of discourse 

deriving from a formalist paradigm and a functionalist paradigm, respectively. Derived 

from the formalist perspective, as the analysis focuses on the “internal organization of 

language,” discourse is viewed as „sentences‟ or „units of language‟ (Schiffrin 1994: 20, 

22). Schiffrin (1994: 23-25) elaborates that one unit may refer to such phenomena as a 

morpheme or a sentence, depending on the study and the researcher, and that the analysis 

focuses on how these units function in relation to each other. As an example Schiffrin 

(1994: 29) offers the question-answer pair, as it has a clear structure, and separate units 

interacting with each other. Sinclair and Coulthard (1992) conducted their analysis along 

these lines, as they focused on different linguistic units in their study on pedagogical and 

linguistic extents of classroom discourse.  

On the other hand, in DA that derives from the functionalist paradigm, Schiffrin 

(1994: 32) notes that discourse is understood as language in use, as analysts focus on how 

“patterns of talk are put to use for certain purposes in particular contexts,” or in other words 

how “particular functions are realized through discourse.” This notion is the central 

difference compared to the formalist approach: in the functionalist view, the context in 

which language is used determines, to an extent, how particular patterns of language use are 
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interpreted, whereas in formalist view the context is irrelevant (Schiffrin 1994: 24, 32, 

364). Regardless of the paradigm, however, Schiffrin (1994: 363-364, 379) defines text as 

“the linguistic content: the stable semantic meanings of words, expressions, and sentences.”  

Johnstone (2008) discusses DA rather extensively, introducing both, the linguistic 

and the socially motivated approaches. Johnstone (2008: 20, 30) defines „texts‟ as “pieces 

of discourse that have or are given boundaries and are treated as wholes.” Furthermore, 

Johnstone (2008: 20) states that since many instances of discourse are transient and 

changing because they either exist for a short period of time or their contents and form may 

change frequently (e.g. conversations, blogs, etc.), discourse analysts “study records of 

discourse.”  

In contrast to the linguistic approaches to DA, in DA that focuses on how social 

reality is illustrated in a piece of language, the emphasis is not on units, structures, or 

functions. In other words, the analyzed piece of language is not seen as comprised of 

linguistic components such as morphemes or sentences, nor as language use as an 

instrument to fulfill certain means. Rather, the focus is on a piece of language as illustrating 

emotions, attitudes, perceptions, and so forth (e.g. Cameron 2001: 13-14).  

Yet, it appears that this type of DA touches on the functionalist paradigm to an 

extent. Schiffrin (1994: 31) refers to “less extreme functionalist views,” in which the 

analysis of discourse “intersects with meanings, activities, and systems outside of itself [i.e. 

discourse].” Furthermore, Schiffrin (1994: 32) notes that, as regards the methods of 

analysis, some functionally based approaches apply “more humanistically based 

interpretive efforts to replicate actors‟ own purposes and goals.” In a sense, DA in the 

present study can indeed be labeled humanistically oriented interpretation, not of actor‟s 

purposes and goals, but of their states of mind. 
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When compared to the linguistic DA, the central difference in DA focusing on social 

realities is illustrated by how the key concept discourse is defined. In fact, a crucial 

distinction is the reference to discourse in DA with a linguistic focus, and to a discourse 

and discourses, as in the following. Johnstone (2008: 3), as well as Fairclough (2003: 2-3) 

and Cameron (2003: 13-15) note that the use of discourse as a count noun, thus allowing 

discourses, is influenced by Foucault‟s [1972, 1980] work. Also, Johnstone (2008: 3) offers 

a definition for discourses that emphasizes the role of social studies in the application of the 

term. According to Johnstone (ibid.), discourses are “conventional ways of talking that both 

create and are created by conventional ways of thinking,” and furthermore, these linkages 

between ways of talking and thinking “constitute ideologies, and serve to circulate power in 

society.”
10

  

However, for the present study, it is not relevant to elaborate on Johnstone‟s 

definition beyond pointing out the interpretation of discourses not only in reference to 

language use (i.e. „talking‟), but also in reference to more abstract, in essence, mental 

concepts (i.e. „thinking‟, „ideology‟) as well. It is this type of understanding of a discourse, 

or discourses that is relevant for the present study: as a type of mental concept, whether 

cerebral or emotional, or broadly speaking, as a state of mind that emerges through 

language. 

For example, Fairclough (2003: 3) approaches text very broadly as he regards not 

only written pieces of language (e.g. newspaper articles), but also transcripts of spoken 

language (e.g. interviews) as text. Furthermore, Fairclough (ibid.) states that although “any 

actual instance of language in use” is in fact a text, it is still too narrow a definition. This is 

                                                 
10

 As Johnstone (2008: 28-29) discusses as well, DA has increasingly been applied in “servicing critical 

goals” and dealing with issues of power and inequality in the society. In fact, the definition of discourses 

offered here is further cultivated within Critical Discourse Analysis. (See e.g. Wodak &Meyer 2001.)  
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because Fairclough regards phenomena such as television programs, with the imagery and 

sounds in addition to the language in them, as texts. Fairclough (2003: 3, 124) defines 

discourse as an “element of social life” as discourses are “ways of representing aspects of 

the world.” Fairclough (2003: 124) differentiates between the „material world‟ and the 

„mental world‟, as discourses can represent the processes and relations of the former, and 

the thoughts, feelings, and beliefs of the latter. 

Jokinen et al (1993: 26, 27) prefer the term meaning systems („merkityssysteemi‟, 

my translation), yet note that these meaning systems are also referred to as discourses or 

interpretation repertoires („tulkintarepertuaari‟, my translation) (See also Silverman 2001: 

178, for „interpretive repertoires‟). Jokinen et al (1993: 28) stress that neither discourses nor 

repertoires are the material for the analysis, but rather the end result of researchers work. 

The material to be analyzed, however, could be referred to as text (ibid.) As Fairclough 

(2003) above, Jokinen et al (1993) do not differentiate between spoken and written records 

when defining text. 

In the light of the prior literature in the field, I now give general definitions for text 

and discourse(s) adopted in the present study, forming the theoretical foundation for the 

development of DA as a method in Chapter 3. To emphasize the approach taken, I am 

inclined to adopt and reformulate Johnstone‟s (2008) definitions above and say that texts 

are finite pieces of language that manifest discourse(s), and discourse analysts study texts, 

producing manifestations, or records of discourse(s). Although it is quite reasonable to say 

that discourses, defined as social constructs such as opinions and beliefs, exist out in the 

world, for a discourse analyst, I consider them the outcome of the research. In other words, 

I understand text to be the object and discourse(s) the end result of the research, instead of 

pieces of discourse, in a sense, forming the text before the analysis. This is because the 
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nature of the beliefs, opinions and attitudes, that is, the discourses emerge from the text 

during the analysis.
11

  

As it is, depending on the research, text can refer to a spoken dialogue, a 

monologue, to a recording of either of these, or to a written piece of language like a book or 

a newspaper article. In fact, text can refer to any finite output of language, that is, it must be 

treatable as a single entity, or as a „whole‟, as Johnstone (2008) stated above. Thus, whether 

text refers to a short, casual conversation among two friends, (with a clear beginning and 

end), or all the columns ever published in the New York Times, (the exact number of 

them), or a sample of court rulings in Africa (all of the same register), it has to have some 

kind of limits as a single entity if we want to draw conclusion of the whole. Of course, in 

the case of the columns or the court rulings, we could claim that they are a collection, or a 

record of texts, as they consist of many units. However, since DA aims to make an 

interpretation of a text as a whole, then it is just a matter of defining the whole.  

Discourse and discourses, on the other hand, refer to a stretch, or stretches of 

language that signify a social meaning in the text, such as an emotional state among 

discussants, or an attitude towards a particular issue under discussion. For example, in a 

phone conversation between two teachers (text) we could identify instances of language 

which illustrate fatigue, disinterest, and dejection discourses, respectively.  

As mentioned, in Chapter 3 I define the key concepts in the present study, including 

text and discourse, with an illustration of different stages of analysis that are possible to 

attain with DA as defined and applied in the present study.  

 

                                                 
11

 In fact, given the variety of ways DA is defined in prior literature, perhaps the approach adopted in this 

research ought to be called Discourse Interpretation or Discourse Elicitation. 
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2.3.2 DA as a heuristic 

In short, the term heuristic refers to conducting research without preset theories, and 

moreover, to developing the theory as the investigation proceeds, interpreting, and in 

interaction with the object of the research. This notion of heuristic, or conducting research 

heuristically, comes up in prior discussions on Discourse Analysis. However, the degree of 

explicitness varies from one study to another, as some researchers do not use the actual 

term, yet describe DA along the same lines.  

Silverman (2003: 357) discusses the analysis of text and talk, and explains that a 

researcher ought not to implement pre-constructed theories for the analysis, but rather 

should work “back and forth” through the material. For example, he (ibid.) warns not to 

analyze a transcript starting with the first sentence and working through the material 

sequentially, as this may skew the interpretation of discourses and the different meanings 

the participants may coproduce in a conversation. 

Jokinen et al (1993: 13) follow the heuristic approach and echo Silverman‟s notion 

of working through the material back and forth in their definition of DA. They (ibid.) note 

that the only way to verify or argue for the interpretations a discourse analyst makes is to 

„converse‟ with the material and report any findings that turn up as this conversation goes 

along. Jokinen et al (ibid.) continue to point out that this interpretation process is the most 

important part of the research. Furthermore, Jokinen et al (1993: 13, 231) stress that a 

discourse analyst does not have a readymade methodology at his disposal, but rather should 

be open to recognize different phenomena that may emerge from the material. Moreover, 

Jokinen et al (1993: 51) suggest that identifying any different systems of meaning ought not 
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to be based on the analyst‟s interpretation only, but rather the analyst should note 

contradictions that the language user herself produces. 

Yet, quite naturally, the chosen theoretical and methodological approach must be in 

line with the goal of the study. As Titscher et al (2000: 7) point out, the kind of data the 

research seeks to elicit determines the type of the methodological approach. They continue 

to discuss „investigative processes‟ where one may wish “to explore and find explanations 

for the facts to be investigated.” For this type of research Titscher et al (2000: 7) say 

“heuristic or interpretative procedures” are more than suitable, as they aim to clarify ideas 

or concepts. However, Titscher et al do not elaborate on what they mean by the „facts‟ that 

are to be investigated. As it is, their description seems a bit paradoxical, or at least 

conceptually unclear. It seems that the „facts‟ are indeed based on the text to be 

investigated, since the investigation of the text provides explanations for the facts, but at the 

same time the facts seem to exist a priori to the investigation, the actual “heuristic or 

interpretative procedure.”  

As I understand the term heuristic, it is a process where the „facts‟ begin to emerge 

during the analysis, and may appear in full only after the research, as a result of it. 

Moreover, it is more than likely that the research does not in fact result in facts, but in 

interpretations. Regardless of what we mean by facts, however, prior to the conclusion of 

the research, the facts cannot be but assumptions or hypotheses.  

Johnstone (2008: XIV) brings up the term heuristic right at the start of her 

discussion as she describes Discourse Analysis as an „open ended heuristic‟. By this she 

(2008: 9-10) means that the researcher does not have a predetermined theory or a set of 

concepts whose truthfulness he seeks to measure with the research. The researcher may, 

however, have a list of topics which can be used to code or label the discourses. Yet, in 
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principle, these topics can be connected with any situation or instance of discourse in the 

analyzed text.  

In other words, Johnstone says that doing the research in a heuristic way, the 

interpretation is not restricted in any form, but quite on the contrary: text is analyzed from 

multiple angles, with multiple discourses emerging, which for their part can be instances of 

other, simultaneous discourses as well. Thus, Johnstone (2008: 9) points out, the researcher 

takes notice of every possible meaning that a piece of text can have, and moreover, of every 

possible constituent that are building that meaning. Johnstone (2008: 4, 21-22) also points 

out that the data is usually analyzed in smaller parts, starting with a small amount of data 

and investigating whether the same phenomena occur elsewhere in the data (see also 

Jokinen et al 1993: 50). 

In addition, Johnstone (2008: 262) elaborates that “heuristic is a discovery 

procedure,” but it is not, in quite a contrast to the notion of „facts‟ as Titscher et al (2000) 

defined it above, “a way of uncovering the truth.” Indeed, Discourse Analysis as a tool to 

uncover social constructs, regardless of how explicitly or implicitly defined as a heuristic, 

is about interpreting the text and seeing what kinds of discourses emerge and what 

discourses emerge as more interesting than others. In other words, DA in this respect is an 

exploration to see what kinds of issues are discussed within a text, and more importantly, 

how these issues seem to be regarded. 
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3. Research Design 

In this chapter I present the research questions and elaborate on the assessment part of the 

HY-Talk project, that is, introduce the materials for the study. Also, in reference to the 

theoretical discussion on DA above, in this chapter I discuss how DA was developed and 

applied as a method in the present study, and define the key concepts. 

 

 

3.1 Research Questions 

The goal of the present study is to shed light on the validity of the HY-Talk test and the 

assessment criteria; how well they manage to measure what they claim to measure. To 

come to a reasonably definitive conclusion, the following questions were set out to answer: 

 

 

1. How do the assessors in the HY-Talk project regard the test and the 

assessment criteria involved in it? 

 

2. How do the test tasks correspond to the characteristics of spoken 

language and typical spoken language interaction as defined in 

linguistics? 

 

3. How do the spoken language aspects as defined in the proficiency 

level descriptors compare with features of spoken language as 

defined in linguistics? 

 

 

The results as presented in Chapter 4 indicate the answer on research question one. 

However, in Chapter 5 I discuss all the research questions in the same order as they are 

presented here. 
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3.2 Materials  

In section 2.2.2 I discussed the HY-Talk project in detail, introducing the test and the 

assessment criteria. In this section I elaborate on the assessment process regarding the 

upper secondary school test performances. After the tests were conducted in the fall of 

2007, five assessors gathered to assess the test performances in the spring of 2008 viewing 

video-recordings of the test performances. The assessors are native Finnish speakers and at 

the time of the assessments they were from 26 to 61 years old. They all are qualified 

English teachers. At the time of the assessments they had worked as an English teacher 

from comprehensive school to university level, with working experience varying from less 

than a year to twenty years. They were also working either as an English teacher, or in 

some other profession dealing with English and teaching at the time of the assessments.  

During the assessment sessions each assessor assessed each test performance 

individually. In other words, the test participants were not given a joint grade, agreed upon 

by the assessors (not overall, nor in relation to each aspect). Nevertheless, the assessors 

gathered to do the assessing at the same time, allowing discussion and reflection on 

different issues related to the assessment process. However, the grades were given before 

any conversation took place.  

All in all there were four assessment sessions during which the upper secondary 

school students‟ test performances were assessed. First, all the performances from one 

school were assessed, followed by the assessment of all the performances in the other 

school. This was preceded by assessing the comprehensive school performances. Thus, as 

regards the upper secondary school students, test performances by four to five pairs (eight 

to ten participants) were assessed during each assessment session, resulting in twenty 
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assessment session discussions, that is, one discussion per each pair participating in the 

tests. These discussions were audio-recorded, and later transcribed by a HY-Talk project 

research assistant. Thus, these twenty assessment discussions during which the upper 

secondary school students‟ test performances were assessed serve as the data for the DA in 

the present study.  

 

 

3.3 Conducting Discourse Analysis 

As discussed in section 2.3, the methodological approach used in conducting a discourse 

analysis is independent in each study, though I outlined the theoretical frame that the 

methodology basis on, that is, defined DA as a heuristic. Thus, I now formulate how 

discourse analysis is conducted in the present study. Initially I had the audio-recordings and 

the transcripts of the assessment discussions at my disposal. The development of the 

methodology for the analysis began by listening to the audio recordings, and moving on to 

read the transcripts carefully, paying attention to what seems to be emerging.  

 

3.3.1 DA as an evolving method 

At the first stages of the development of the method the assessment session transcripts were 

read in chunks of four to five discussions at a time. This is in accordance with how the 

assessment sessions were actually held, as explained above, and moreover, following the 

general practices in DA as discussed in section 2.3.  
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As the present study investigates how the HY-Talk test tasks and the assessment criteria 

compare to spoken language as defined in linguistics, it was marked during the first 

readings of the transcripts whether the test tasks or assessment are referred to. This type of 

approach is also in line with Johnstone‟s (2008) notion of „list of topics‟ that the analyst 

may have at his disposal prior to the analysis, as discussed in section 2.3.2. Moreover, as 

Jokinen et al (1993: 231) note, a discourse analyst should develop his own tools for 

analysis, as well as apply ideas from prior studies.  

Not surprisingly, the test tasks and assessment were frequently mentioned in the 

discussions. This may seem an odd thing to state since the data at hand are the recordings of 

discussions where we already know the participants have gathered to talk about assessing 

the performances in the test tasks. However, in addition to references to the tasks, it turned 

out that it was possible to distinguish whether the interlocutors discussed assessment in 

relation to a spoken language aspect, or whether they discussed assessment in more general 

terms.  

As a result of this distinction, the analysis had now resulted in three topics of 

discussion: test tasks, spoken language aspects, and the assessment process. It also began to 

transpire that these topics were discussed in different ways in different instances. For 

example, the test tasks could be criticized at one point, but praised at the other. Thus, it 

became apparent that each topic was discussed under different themes.  

 

3.3.2 Defining text, topic, theme, and discourse 

In section 2.3.1 I gave general definition for the concepts text and discourse. In the present 

study text refers to the assessment session discussions. In the following I define the two 
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concepts referred to above: topic and theme, and introduce DA as a method along with the 

definition of these concepts.  

Topic refers to a certain issue that is under discussion in some instances in the text. 

Each of these instances where a topic is referred to, for their part, can be categorized by a 

theme. Theme signals the attitudinal or emotional states in the text, or simply put, illustrates 

how a certain topic is regarded. Theme is the central concept as it determines the type of the 

discourse(s) we are dealing with. Diagram 1 illustrates these definitions of text, topic, 

theme and discourse, as well as the different stages we can take our analysis of the text.  

 

 

Diagram 1. The concepts and stages of interpretation within DA in the present study 
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topic „test task‟: “I think that these tasks don‟t give that much opportunity.” Then, using 
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speaker has some reservations about the test tasks, and thus, the theme is reservation: “I 

think that these tasks don’t give that much opportunity.” Hence, these types of instances 

would be examples of Reservations Discourse existing in the text.  

Yet, other references to the same topic can reflect some other attitudinal or 

emotional orientation, for example contentment towards the test tasks. In the present study, 

as a result of this type of analysis, starting with the topic and working our way up to the 

themes and discourses, we learn what kinds of discourses emerge in relation to the test 

tasks, the aspects of spoken language, and the assessment process.  

However, we do not need to have any topics to start the analysis with. Alternatively, 

we could do the analysis in the opposite order and start out by looking into what themes 

emerge, and then work our way down to learn what are the topics in those instances that 

reflect that theme, that discourse. Doing the analysis this way, we could see a particular 

discourse emerging, and then interpret what causes or evokes those attitudinal or emotional 

states that come to surface in the text. In fact, the Contradiction Discourse, introduced in 

section 4.4, emerged as a result of shifting between themes and topics.  

Yet, it is possible to take the analysis even further than this two-layer interpretation 

of topics and themes. We could first analyze what discourses emerge, and then see whether 

some of these discourses could be combined, that is, whether they could be interpreted as 

signifying some larger discourse in the text. For example, we could claim that Reservation 

Discourse and Critique Discourse in fact combine to signify a larger concept, the Criticism 

Discourse. I discuss this possibility as regards the present study in chapter 5. 
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4. Results 

As we saw in Chapter 3, I had three topics at my disposal before doing the actual discourse 

analysis: the test tasks, the spoken language aspects tested in the HY-Talk project, and the 

assessment process in general. Thus, I introduce discourses on the test tasks in section 4.1. 

Section 4.2 illustrates how the assessors understood the tested spoken language aspects and 

in section 4.3 I present discourses on the assessment process at large. I find this three-way 

division accounting for the research questions as presented in chapter 3. Yet, in addition, in 

section 4.4 I introduce a Contradictory Discourse that emerged during the analysis. It ought 

to be repeated that I merely present the results in this chapter. I elaborate on the results and 

analyze the test and the assessment criteria in the light of the results in Chapter 5. 

It should also be pointed out that all the assessment discussions were held in 

Finnish. Thus, the following examples are my translations, whether the assessors speak 

freely, or read the text from the proficiency level descriptors. However, the examples in 

each section are accompanied with an appendix containing the corresponding Finnish 

versions. Also, all the examples illustrating a certain discourse are edited, and presented 

without a broader context, but they nonetheless comprise the relevant number of turns to 

illustrate what is being discussed. It is worth repeating that there were five assessors taking 

part in these discussions. I have assigned the following codes to each assessor respectively, 

presented here with their age and experience in teaching English at the time of the 

assessments: 

 

Speaker A: 26 years old / experience in teaching: less than a year  

Speaker B: 28 years old / two to three years  

Speaker C: 29 years old / three years 

Speaker D: 36 years old / ten years 

Speaker E: 61 years old / twenty years 
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4.1 Discourses on Test Tasks 

The test tasks are relatively often referred to in the assessment discussions. It turned out 

that the tasks are discussed under two major themes: critique or contentment.
12

 See 

Appendix 7 for the symbols used in transcription, in addition, […] denotes I have edited the 

example here, yet illustrating the relevant parts of a particular turn. 

 

4.1.1 Critique Discourse 

The critique of the test tasks is pointed towards different issues regarding the tasks. In the 

following instances we can see the discussants critiquing the restrictive nature of the tasks 

as the tasks are more or less structured, which naturally affects the length and the contents 

of the utterances.  

 

(1)
13

 

E:  […] i- it doesn’t come up in this that you can‟t go above something ‘cause these like 

complex structures don’t occur in this and and like using a wide range doesn’t 

show up in these 

 

(2) 

E: but also like when it says here for example that that you know a lengthy performance 

so these are not lengthy performances yet and you know 

C: and it is anyways limited in these what they have to say so they don‟t [naturally] 

 

(3) 

A: [it was a bit unclear to me so i mean it bothers me] in these scales the fact that it says 

like wide-ranging speech and and i mean these don’t produce the speech that much 

that you could really place it so high 

 

(4) 

D: i just gave him C1 all the time 

C: well yeah but then in some parts here i like you know wondered that the range is 

always the you know how that is 

A: i think that these tasks don’t give [that much opportunity] 

E: [yeah yeah they don’t give that chance] 

                                                 
12

 Appendix 3: Discourses on test tasks – examples in Finnish. 
13

 Although all the ensuing examples are of different discourses, I have labeled them as (1), (2)….(52) to 

simplify referring to the examples in chapter 5. 
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Another source for critique is the uneven roles the participants have in some tasks due to 

the structured nature of the tasks, leading to unequal production by the participants as 

regards the type of utterances they are to produce: 

 

(5) 

B:  and s/he talked a little more like it was like the roles were a little unequal so the 

other one just formed interrogative clauses and when like when s/he messed up the 

interrogative clause so then s/he like like […] she didn’t do anything else than just 

asked questions 

 

(6) 

B: i thought the one again went the oh yeah right the accommodation task went a bit 

more poorly 
C: difficult to remember that somehow I don‟t know 

D: and the host wasn‟t too like you know friendly host <NAME> 

B: yeah and it was like right away when the when that <NAME> i mean s/he like had a 

smaller role in that so s/he immediately brought down the quality of the 

conversation when s/he just kept asking and then that other tried to answer and 

like s/he didn‟t really even say everything that was there in that that instruction and i 

didn‟t like i thought s/he was a little weaker 

 

(7) 

C: and at first i gave that <NAME> i mean really like like you know the introductory 

video was at least like really (xx) like it was somehow i gave B2.2 on many but then 

towards the end you could tell that especially that last task it’s a lot about like you 

know the other one just has to keep asking and interrogatives interrogative clauses if 

you don’t know that then it’s like ok again s/he didn’t form the question that the 

other one just keeps explaining and the other one always asks a new question and 

it‟s like then you can say [(xx) off] 

 

 

One of the more frequently mentioned tasks is task 2.2 were the participants are to chat 

about a movie they have just seen. As it comes up in example 8 (see also example 11 

below), this task is critiqued for its instructions as they are seen as not informative enough: 

 

(8) 

B: i thought that the fact that they really were this well per- that they really did perform 

well in these tasks and still this movie conversation was a bit clumsy so to me it tells 

that really that task is a bit poorly presented like for one it has too much but then 

again if somehow mo- it was more precisely what they should say describe your 

feelings after the movie 

C: yeah (in that too) you can probably say (xx) different kinds 
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B: i mean if you wanted them to really start to converse about some director or 

costumes that you could get some really difficult vocabulary from then it should like 

somehow be mentioned here that could you discuss for example „cause then they‟re 

just stuck with well it was so good well why was it so good well i just happened to like 

it  

D: yeah and then that comes only in the second they more of how these things exactly can 

be described for example movies and the vocabulary of that and everything comes only 

only then those who know it now then 

C: [yeah exactly yeah it is and this was] and this here is after the first course [and these 

new ones (in a way it‟s xx)] 

B: [yeah i too just had like] i just have the ninth graders‟ last course running and so i mean 

that‟s exactly about movie topics so like they could know this 

D: ok 

B: so it‟s not i believe they just don’t like get it from those instructions 

 

 

However, although majority of the references to the tasks illustrate negativity, the tasks are 

not only critiqued, but commented positively as well, as illustrated in the following. 

 

4.1.2 Contentment Discourse 

The following two instances are the only direct references to the test tasks where the 

speaker can be interpreted expressing some type of contentment towards the tasks. In 

example 9, although speaker D‟s turn could be interpreted as reservations towards the tasks 

in comparison to the assessment criteria, speaker B, and speaker E express that the 

structured, restrictive nature of the tasks is not in fact a limiting factor as regards meeting 

the criteria of the higher grades: 

 

(9) 

D: but then again if you think that to what extent these tasks reflect what is said in these papers so 

that‟s another good question that is it possible to do within these tasks these types of things that 

are mentioned in these 

B: yeah but at least i think that like that you could like do this on level C1.1 i mean at 

least i [understood that this was the idea] so even though they don‟t give a long 

presentation in that well actually the first one is quite long in fact 

E: [yes, yes, yeah you could] 
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In the following instance the speakers agree that it is in fact possible to have a lively 

conversation about movies in task three, although we saw this task being critiqued above:  

 

(10) 

D: but there have been some of them for example who started from those movie 

topics those two boys started like a quite diverse conversation didn‟t they some of 

them last time there were these brisk boys who used totally new all kinds of  

B: yeah yeah so it is it is like possible but rare 

D: yeah 

 

 

However, this instance becomes more interesting when we have a look at the ensuing turn, 

illustrating, if not exactly a critiquing discourse, then at least one where the speaker 

expresses reservations towards the instructions of the task: 

 

(11) 

E: but maybe these instructions don’t like expect that you should create a lot more 

yourself then and everything that you come up with you could say 

 

 

As with the test tasks, the aspects of spoken language, as defined in the HY-Talk 

assessment scales, are often mentioned during the discussions. 

 

 

4.2 Discourses on Spoken Language Aspects  

There is quite a difference as to how frequently each aspect of spoken language is 

mentioned during the discussions. For example task performance and interactivity are not 

dealt with in the results as they are mentioned only few times during the discussions. 
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Pronunciation is also excluded as it is not explicitly dealt with in the present study, as 

discussed in section 2.1.3.  

Yet, fluency, accuracy, and especially range elicit interesting discussion. However, 

differing from the test task discourses, the themes in the references to fluency and accuracy 

are not as clear illustrations of the assessors‟ opinions towards the topics. Rather, fluency 

and accuracy are discussed in terms of how the assessors understand them, for example, 

what phenomena account for fluency. Thus, as regards fluency and accuracy I simply 

present Characterization Discourses. Yet, range is not simply characterized, but rather, the 

assessors appear to be hesitant, uncertain or unaware as to what accounts for range, and 

also offer various differing definitions for it. Thus, as regards range, an Unclarity Discourse 

is evident.
14

  

 

4.2.1 Fluency: Characterization Discourse 

References to fluency deal with how the assessors understand the phenomenon. 

Interestingly enough, however, given the discussion on fluency in section 2.1.3 above, 

fluency is also discussed in relation to accuracy. In examples 12 and 13 the assessors agree 

that as the participants get more fluent, they also start to make more errors. Also, in 

example 13 speakers B and C appear to imply that if one participant makes errors, then the 

other one becomes less fluent as s/he has to process more what was just said: 

 

(12) 

D: yeah and i thought they didn‟t somehow maybe got used to the situation or understood 

what‟s it about they i think that fluency also increased there towards the end like 

                                                 
14

 Appendix 4: Discourses on spoken language aspects – examples in Finnish. 
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this last one was kind of  like really like kind of the interactivity like i thought grades 

got better on that at least with me 

B: like i mean mine were exactly like <NAME ID 1016>’s grades got lower on like on 

accuracy and range but on the other hand on fluency so mine got higher like they 

started speaking more fluently but on the other making more errors 
D: yeah 

E: yeah 

 

(13) 

B: well that was fluent 

A: to me that was quite difficult to assess especially that <NAME ID 1017> „cause s/he 

was very fluent but s/he made a lot of grammatical errors so how to you know 

B: but i thought there was exactly like what is always said in teaching like hey when you 

speak so like this is the main thing so like in my opinion you could understand that so 

that was pleasant to watch and they were able to explain everything and clearly so they 

both in any case understood each other so really like that was nice to notice „cause 

sometimes it seems that they can’t be fluent if they’re like 
C: thinking erroneous 

B: there was a good example of that kind but can‟t deny it that like especially that as there 

was a pretty big difference in that that fluency was really high and then the 

accuracy really low so then you have to put it somewhere in the middle the 

D: overall grade 

B: yeah 

C: with me the scores were on fluency and maybe on pronunciation the scores went pretty 

evenly so maybe that <NAME ID 1018> s/he has pretty good pronunciation but the 

fact that otherwise quite evenly but then indeed the accuracy pulls it there and so does 

the range maybe [difficult (xx)] 

 

 

Example 14 illustrates how fluency is understood as continuous speech, rapid speech, 

starting a dialogue, or not having breaks during speech. In addition, the example highlights 

how the assessors focus on different phenomena and draw different, or even opposing, 

conclusions.  

For example, speakers B and E appear to regard participant 1014 rather less fluent 

as s/he tends to hesitate quite frequently in their estimation, whereas speakers C, D, and 

also A, appear to imply that they in fact consider participant 1014 fluent as s/he talks 

continuously. Moreover, later in the dialogue speaker C in fact considers participant 1013 

hesitating more, in contrast to what speakers B and E imply earlier: 
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(14) 

B:  where did you get the 2.2
15

 then [‟cause i didn‟t get any] 

E: [i don‟t have either have two-] 

C: [i gave <NAME ID 1014> on fluency ’cause it was like s/he talked and talked and 

talked all the time] 

D: [i gave too] 

B: (i dunno) that ööö ööö annoyed me so much that 

C: i dunno i thought it was like [was (xx)] 

E: [and i thought] s/he seemed more Finnish than this <NAME ID 1013> 

B: i basically thought so too 

E: i mean s/he like more clearly showed that s/he‟s Finni- but of course as the other one 

spoke less but like s/he was clearly more Finnish [in his/her speech] 

C: [i have also 2.1] 

B: so what does this fluency say on 2.2 <READING> can communicate 

spontaneously often even quite fluently and effortlessly (xx)</READING> 
C: (xx) communicated fluently but then of course it wasn‟t errorless the speech but like 

s/he didn’t really hesitate that much [either s/he just talked] and talked and talked 
D: [s/he didn’t yeah yeah yeah] 

A: i thought s/he was like  really awfully fast [(xx) so s/he was like] fluent in that 

sense 
D: [yeah i thought too that s/he was very fluent yes]  

B: i mean it’s also fluency also that they start 

C: yeah and talks so that there aren’t brea- pauses like i’ll think for a minute before i 

say (xx) 

B: no but can produce speech in a relatively consistent pace so i think that‟s maybe closer 

than (xx) occasional hesitations ‟cause like i thought it was pretty continuous that 

hesitating after all but like that’s exactly like is it fluent if if like if with that ööö 
„cause i mean ööö as i understand is not really an English hesitation or i mean like as 

we speak here none of us says öö öö öö all the time 

D: yeah 

B: in normal fluent speech 

A: i don’t actually remember hearing any ööö but i guess there must’ve been ööö 

B: like every time i wrote down öö öö here on paper  

D: i mean really i don’t pay [(xx)] 

C: [me neither it’s not] <NAME ID 1013> <NAME ID 1013> maybe hesitated a bit 

more maybe or maybe s/he had little longer pauses or like if i correctly like „cause 

again the sound (the equipment) was louder 

E: but these neither of these spoke long stretches what i think is a long stretch which is 

like only here on 1.1 

 

 

As mentioned, also accuracy is discussed in terms of how the assessors interpret the 

phenomena, although the references are not as frequent as with fluency. 

 

                                                 
15

 The reference is to proficiency level B2.2. 
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4.2.2 Accuracy: Characterization Discourse 

The following examples illustrate how the assessors interpret accuracy, or more precisely 

inaccuracy. As it is, they discuss the phenomena in reference to preposition use, sentence 

structures, missing articles and missing suffixes: 

 

(15) 

B: what did you on that accuracy did you think errors were random or that there were 

some number of errors „cause i thought they clearly made errors (frequently) but was it 

random it was clear that the errors didn‟t impede understanding in any ways but were 

they random or were there somewhat so like i think the difference is quite small 

C: well i have put here both but i mean i thought about that a lot too or i mean i was 

unsure if if for the most part i think they are random after all or well at least all kinds 

of preposition errors they made quite a lot  
B: so like what (xx) that <NAME ID 1014> also said one time <FOREIGN> she live 

</FOREIGN> 

C: yeah that’s what i thought about yeah 

E: but these are quite close these these like these categories to each other 

B: sometimes sentence structures were bad i gave at least on accuracy probably 

mostly B1.2 

 

(16) 

C: so like couldn‟t say too much however probably i again like the pronunciation and like 

accuracy s/he didn’t say like too many errors there now of course [articles were 

missing and so on that could mm it like yeah exactly]  

 

(17) 

B: (you know) i drop the grade pretty easily when if there comes up these like basic you 

know „cause this has those interrogative clauses so i mean or first they i think they still 

said like <FOREIGN> what languages do you speak </FOREIGN> ‘cause that was 

the only  <FOREIGN> do </FOREIGN> auxiliary verb that came up like during 

the whole time so i mean that to me then is a kind of error that it’s not anymore 

like quite i don‟t know what it says here on accuracy in 1.1 like like for example 

articles and suffixes are missing that’s why i drop it almost immediately down to 

there to 2.2 so like that to me is like a basic thing then so it‟s kinda like how you want 

to take it 

 

 

As mentioned, range is more frequently referred to than fluency and accuracy. Also, range 

is not only characterized, in contrast to the discourses on fluency and accuracy, but 

discussed in various terms, comprising an Unclarity Discourse. 
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4.2.3 Range: Unclarity Discourse 

Apparently it is not quite clear to the assessors what range refers to, as the assessors bring 

up various phenomena accounting for it. In examples 18, 19, and 20 the speakers imply 

their unawareness as regards range: 

 

(18) 

C: well yeah but then in some parts here i like you know wondered that the range is 

always the you know how that is 
 

(19) 

B: yeah and of course it it‟s not any grammar error if you say the sentence like somehow 

like any which way ever i don’t know where it goes then in which category like if 

like is it the range then if you can’t like do the sentence like form the sentence at 

all 

 

(20) 

A: how do these constructions relate to range in the first place 

 

 

Nevertheless, range appears to be understood in lexical terms, as it seems to refer to the 

vocabulary the participants use. Yet, there continues to be, as indicated by example 24, 

some hesitation and uncertainty: 

 

(21) 

B:  yeah i mean i was in my opinion like just what we said about the range so like i 

thought that vocabulary was quite like it was wonderful that they actually use new 

words the kind what like others haven‟t said in these before 

 

(22) 

B:  [s/he had] that lovely for once the range like you could really ‟cause usually that‟s the 

first one that everything stumbles on so now it really there came such words that like 

haven’t come up once yet and who knows how many pairs we have already watched 

D:  [and structures were like kind of diverse] 

 

(23) 

C: and on range i gave little less also ‘cause it’s not it’s after all with basic vocabulary 

they talk about it although it‟s errorless text or (xx) 

A:  or who would use wider vocabulary in that kind of a situation anyways 
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(24) 

C:  and on range i gave B1.1 so i’m not quite sure like after all maybe it’s it’s also like 

really hard to know what the voca- vocabulary is and then structures different 

structures 

 

 

As already implied by examples 20, 22, and 24 above, range appears to be understood in 

terms of sentence level constructions in addition to vocabulary, as the following examples 

also illustrate. Yet, the assessors take various phenomena into account when dealing with 

range. The first turn in example 25 is in fact example 24 above, and example 26 contains 

example 20:  

 

(25) 

C:  and on range i gave B1.1 so i‟m not quite sure like after all maybe it‟s it‟s also like 

really hard to know what the voca- vocabulary is and then structures different 

structures 
D: and they was really short this was all in all some fifteen minute thing and they still 

have one task so like they really said only what they had to and nothing extra 

C: yeah 

B:  and it does affect the diversity of the structures that s/he spoke like <MAKES 

NOISE> so like you don’t make too many subordinate clauses with that style 

D: like s/he doesn‟t like think too much what to say next but just like just <MAKES 

NOISE> 

 

(26) 

B:  [but how much you let that
16

 influence] on that range ‟cause it says here in range a lot 

about those structures 
C:  mm well yeah it does actually show in my scores to some extent with someone but not 

as much as like what 

D:  like i thought it somehow like as contents like how much they get out of that 

somehow like it like somehow you know it’s kind of simple stuff they produced on 

that after all all the time but fluently though or 

B: at some point when you read those there since has those [(xx)] 

C: i usually change it like you know what kind of vocabulary they use like [(xx)] accuracy 

and grammar but still they a little like 

B: [yeah i’ve thought about vocabulary as well] 

D: yeah but like what’s the difference like how much content you get there [yeah 

yeah] 

B: [it‟s kind of the same thing] just a little different point of view but i’ve thought about 

many times now how like it says there that <READING> uses also various 

constructions and even complex sentence-</READING> but actually here for the 

most part it‟s well ok it may be that s/he tries but that will go wrong like does s/he use 

various constructions if s/he uses them wrong 

                                                 
16

 ‟that‟ refers to grammatical correctness, as the discussion has just revolved around accuracy. Also, the 

speaker refers to the proficiency level descriptors. 
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A: how do these constructions relate to range in the first place  

B: well ‟cause it‟s like that you use only main clauses for example so i mean it really is 

pretty weak then regarding the range  
D: that you can’t express as complex relationships [and cause and effect 

relationships] 

B: [yeah exactly that yeah] and then like something that’s basically just grammar so 

like control of verb tenses so like of course it will influence the range quite a bit if 

you can’t like use some structures at all 
??:  always speak in present tense  

B:  it will get pretty restricted then 

D: okay 

 

 

As is evident, examples 25 and 26 illustrate how range is discussed in terms of vocabulary, 

sentence level constructions, grammar, the contents of the utterances by the speakers, and 

even the amount of time the participants spend on a task. 

 

 

4.3 Discourses on Assessment Process 

Assessment is discussed in relation to the assessment scales and grades applied in the HY-

Talk project, but the discussants talk about the actual assessment process in more general 

terms as well, for example, what the assessors take into account when assessing a 

performance, and how they appear to regard their job of assessing the performances. As it 

is, three major discourses are evident: Comparison Discourse, Reservation Discourse, and 

Critique Discourse.
17
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 Appendix 5: Discourses on assessment process – examples in Finnish. 
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4.3.1 Comparison Discourse 

As the following examples illustrate, the assessors tend to compare the performances to 

each other when assessing. They either compare the performance by one participant to that 

of his/her pair, or to previous performances: 

 

(27) 

A: (i had also) B1 and B2 at least like i have B2 otherwise but on that last part maybe 

<NAME> didn‟t talk maybe so or i don‟t know maybe seemed a little or i mean good 

D: you can’t avoid comparing to those last time or the earlier ones like you think 

what you gave them and then relate it to that like [yeah yeah] 
B: [and that’s how it’s basically supposed to come] 

D: yeah at least with me i had that if i gave them like this much on that so what can i 

give these now 

B: yeah like you can’t give the same ‘cause these are this much better after all 

D: yeah precisely that‟s exactly like 

 

(28) 

D: <NAME ID 1015> and <NAME ID 1016> 

C: well they were at least weaker compared to these before but somehow it‟s funny or 

at least with me like very often you seem to give the same grades for both i mean 

although they probably differ but it‟s just somehow every time like in general every 

time you give points it may be that if you give weaker score to one then somehow 

you drop the other too although it’s not necessarily that but 

B: well i gave <NAME ID 1016>a little better 

E: me [too] 

 

(29) 

B: it happens awfully often with me that in that first task it‟s in a way like it‟s more even 

like kind of you assess something like like somehow to be more even but then they 

start to stick out only later does it happen to the rest of you too 

D: yes 

B: and with me it may even change that which one is like better that just happened with 

me just now 

C: on the other hand in some task it goes like one goes considerably worse so you give 

the other one a little less or like with me they somehow or maybe it often is so that 

someone does that joint dialogue so it‟s not togeth- i mean as a whole it‟s not like so 

good so then they both somehow drop a little but anyway there’s the kind of they 

follow each other somehow 
 

(30) 

E: well i always tend to give too little in [assessment B1.1 and B1.2] 

B: [well i gave too little also] but i just at first realized that like just that i have given 

those seventh graders way too much „cause like their vocabulary was not extensive 
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The last two examples are quite interesting. In example 29 speaker B mentions how the 

performances by the participants in the first task appear more even, or indicate opposite 

proficiency in comparison to the other tasks. Speaker C appears to concur, and implies that 

in the dialogue tasks the participants do not reach the same proficiency level as in the first 

task. As it is, speaker C‟s comment could be interpreted indicating that the participants are 

not as proficient at conversing as talking alone, or, in fact, as critique towards the dialogue 

tasks for not allowing the participants to show their full proficiency.  

In example 30 it is not clear which task speaker B refers to, yet compares these 

performances to those of the comprehensive school pupils. As mentioned, the test for the 

comprehensive school participants was different from the test discussed in this the present 

study, which could have a bearing on what the comprehensive school students have 

produced. 

 

4.3.2 Reservation Discourse 

The assessors appear to have some reservations regarding the assessment process. For 

example, they appear to be rather doubtful as to have they given a feasible grade, whether 

they have assessed a particular performance too harshly, or in fact, too loosely:  

 

(31) 

C: i have B2.2 or B2.1 there (xx) like approximately 

E: well i always tend to give too little in [assessment B1.1 and B1.2] 

B: [well i gave too little also] but i just at first realized that like just that i have given 

those seventh graders way too much „cause like their vocabulary was not extensive 

 

(32) 

A: i thought this was exceptionally clear like i mean it‟s B1.1 

D: yeah 
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C: oh really [well i‟ve got B two two] though one here on <NAME ID 1025>  i don’t 

know i otherwise also i feel like i’ve given everyone a little too much or i mean like 

kinda better 

B: [i gave <NAME ID 1025> B one two] well we‟ve given a little better i think „cause 

i‟ve got the same thing like 

 

(33) 

C: yeah i have even B two one and on accuracy i‟ve got B two two i don’t know is it 

already too much now but in my opinion like i mean it wasn‟t like but it wasn‟t that 

extensive but i thought there weren‟t errors now like very much like bad kind 

B: yeah but (xx) i did find those errors there with <NAME ID 1029> i didn‟t with that 

<NAME ID 1030> i don’t know why i gave him/her only B1.2 then but i didn‟t find 

too much either from him/her 

 

(34) 

A: well i actually have B one one 

D: [oh one one you gave i wonder if there’s something wrong with my head now] 

C: [s/he made errors there and pronounced after all] pronunciation was also after all or 

well (it like) the finnish (kind of  xx) 

D: oh no 

 

(35) 

B: with me it happens then so that like if i like give him/her less on one task for 

example so then i put better on the next one so a little like a lottery so i ‘cause i’m 

not quite sure now so that you wouldn‟t like you kind of avoid doing the assessment 

at all for nothing 

 

 

In addition, some of the assessors appear to be rather hesitant to give the higher grades to 

first year high school students. They either indicate reservations as to whether an upper 

secondary school can produce what the criteria expect, or simply do not dare to give the 

highest grade:  

 

(36) 

B: when like you read this then it can go to the same but also like it isn‟t i mean in 

principle if these really were on B2.2 level then it would be a pretty high level for a 

first year high school students 
D: it is but some of them go very high [(xx) go to incredible] 

E: [yeah they do] 

 

(37) 

B: yeah i mean that’s the big problem that you don’t dare to give that C 

??: exactly 

B: i mean like i would‟ve absolutely like given C1 at least to some i thought their 

interactional skills was really like interactional skills were (xx) were at native level 

[they would‟ve done it the same way in finnish yeah but like still i didn‟t dare to give 

that so i don’t know if i should have dared 
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Of course, it is arguably quite common for any assessor to doubt themselves, and ponder 

whether they have given adequate grades. However, given the following examples, the 

reservations illustrated here may be explained with the nature of the assessment criteria. 

 

4.3.3 Critique Discourse 

As with the test tasks, the assessment process elicits critique as well. For example, the 

contradiction between what the assessment criteria for a certain level expect to be produced 

and what is actually produced, is one source for critique. Note that in example 39 speaker B 

refers to the proficiency level descriptors for interactivity, and in example 41 speaker A 

reads from proficiency level descriptors for task performance:  

 

(38) 

A: [it was a bit unclear to me i mean it just bothers me] in these scales the fact that it 

says like wide-ranging speech and and i mean these don’t produce the speech that 

much that you could really place it so high 
 

(39) 

D: mm 

B: and then these don’t know how to encourage others to participate in a 

conversation none of them does anything like that here that’s difficult i’m not sure 

what i should give 
D: okay 

 

(40) 

C: so like really like somehow or at least to me it‟s very hard to assess these [it keeps 

changing so much all the time] 

B: [yeah it is] those written you can [(xx)] 

C: yeah it is i mean somehow isn‟t it they don’t give as extensive extensive like if they 

don‟t make any errors and say at least some fancy word so like immediately you think 

that well that went well and like you give too much 

D: okay 

 

(41) 

A: on range i gave B two two mostly and same on task performance because in my 

opinion that task is simply it’s not enough for that 
B: yeah me too like that overall grade so i didn‟t give C on that either 

A: ‘cause you can’t cant’ based on this you can’t say whether s/he <READING> can 

take actively part in complex situations containing conceptual details and (xxx) 

</READING> so it‟s kind of difficult to say based on that 
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Also, the assessment scales and the level descriptions are critiqued independently of the 

tasks. For example the wording for a particular level does not appear to be specific enough, 

or because the level descriptors do not appear to provide distinguishable difference between 

different levels, as in the following examples. In fact, this is implied by speaker C in 

example 40 above as well. Note that example 44 is a part of example 15 above, and speaker 

B is referring to the proficiency level descriptors for accuracy: 

 

(42) 

C: well i‟ve given all these high school students except there are a couple of this kind i’ve 

given B2 for like guess for everyone 
B: i gave these B1 

E: me too 

B: but then i raised it to B2 

C: i have a kind of this (xx) i must have thought (xx) somehow it has just stuck with 

me that they’re like  B2 here @@ 

B: somehow like what is said about that 

C: [it’s so like difficult to make a difference] yeah 

D: [really hard] i was just thinking there were those good those <NAME> and <NAME> 

last week who were really like i mean like i‟ve given them B2 and <NAME> and 

<NAME> i gave also today 

B: yeah i mean that‟s the big problem that you don‟t dare to give that C 

??: exactly 

 

(43) 

C: but like i kind of like i was thinking a little that 

B: but that’s really difficult that interactivity ‘cause there aren’t those options in 

between so like i think there’s a really small difference in that text there in B1 and 

B2 so like if you can do B1 then you pretty much can do B2 also 
D: mm 

B: and then these don‟t know how to encourage others to participate in a conversation 

none of them does anything like that here that‟s difficult i‟m not sure what i should 

give 

D: okay 

 

(44) 

B: what did you on that accuracy did you think errors were random or that there were 

some number of errors „cause i thought they clearly made errors (frequently) but was 

it random it was clear that the errors didn‟t impede understanding in any ways but were 

they random or were there somewhat so like i think the difference is quite small 

C: well i have put here both but i mean i thought about that a lot too or i mean i was 

unsure if if for the most part i think they are random after all or well at least all kinds of 

preposition errors they made quite a lot  

B: so like what (xx) that <NAME ID 1014> also said one time <FOREIGN> she live 

</FOREIGN> 

C: yeah that‟s what i thought about yeah 

E: but these are quite close these these like these categories to each other 
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Example 45 is the first part of a concluding discussion the assessors hold, during which 

they have a chance to comment on the whole assessment process. In addition to the type of 

critique as in the two previous examples, it illustrates critique towards the extent of the 

assignment the assessors have: 

 

(45) 

A: final comments on everything @@ 

C: well that is it is difficult that scale somehow in your head then it anyways like it 

varies a little it’s like 
B: changes from head to head 

??: @@ 

B: without a doubt (xx) mohawk 

C: and also here there’s like so many of these and then when every task like 

separately so like wouldn’t it be easier somehow that like i don’t know give on the 

whole or i don’t know or you heard many times then maybe you would get to a little 

(xx) results 

B: difficult otherwise (the start) 

D: it is 

E: terribly difficult 

B: compared to like assessing many other things this here is quite harder 

D: mmm 

B: that (xx) in some it also affected that you couldn‟t quite hear them and 

C: yeah i put question marks there somewhere in one place like bad recording „cause i 

couldn‟t make anything out of it 

 

 

The following example is direct continuation to example 45. As a whole, the discussion 

does not appear to illustrate critique explicitly, as the assessors, in essence speakers B and 

D, exchange opinions and ideas and bring up various issues as regards the assessment. 

However, the turns in bold at the end appear to be rather strong critique towards the 

assessment scales, given the preceding discussion and the fact that the speakers appear to 

agree on the suggestion at the end: 

 

(46) 

D: and if you think how this is done in different countries so what like so who‟s to assess 

that (for example) comprehension or such i mean like you‟ve gotten used to in finland 

to a certain like how finns speak english so then someone else could assess totally 

differently from some other country 
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B: yeah it should basically be a native then on all so it like should always be someone who 

could assess that comprehension [for really] 

D: [yeah but who can] 

B: because that‟s touched on quite a bit in this 

D: yeah or then like or then someone yeah like i don‟t know is a native after all here like 

A: that‟s a good question too 

D: that‟s a good question too that is it then like if communication doesn‟t happen with a 

native however some people never speak english with a native so what then what is the 

definition for comprehension 

B: i guess it‟s after all that well yeah i don‟t know like if a French listened to this with a 

same level language proficiency what like some of those have so i guess s/he would 

understand even more poorly i just basically thought that the native would be the as 

such the „cause we understand these like way too well so that‟s why like the native 

there because the like if the word goes wrong then s/he could more easily assess is it 

anyway understandable or some grammar thing like for like well in principle anyone 

else than a finnish speaker s/he should speak a different language 

D: yeah and preferably also it would be an ideal situation that you had a native and there 

would be these others like that it would be extensive extensive like you know jury there 

B: and i believe that even still the scales would go like from where ever 

D: @@ 

B: and then you’d have to make some kind of average 

D: yeah average precisely so that yeah well there‟s some good recommendations for us 

from us 

B: a ten person jury 

 

 

As is evident, in addition to critique, many of the examples in this section indicate 

uncertainty, or unclarity in relation to the assessment criteria. As discussed above, this type 

of orientation is evident towards the spoken language aspects as well, as they are defined in 

a variety of ways. In fact, it turned out during the analysis that the assessors occasionally 

contradict themselves discussing which linguistic phenomena they consider corresponding 

with particular aspects of spoken language. 
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4.4 Contradiction Discourse 

In addition to the discourses that emerged on each topic above, the analysis produced also a 

Contradiction Discourse. However, this discourse did not emerge in relation to only one 

topic, but covers many topics.
 18

  

For instance, example 14, repeated here partially as example 47, indicates how 

speakers E and B, respectively, regard certain phenomena paradoxically. Let us have a 

closer look at speaker E first. As we can see in the following, the assessors clearly discuss 

the assessment of fluency. Speaker B has some reservations towards Speaker C‟s decision 

to give participant 1014 the grade B2.2 for fluency. Speaker E appears to agree with 

Speaker B, and comments how the participant sounded Finnish. Thus, s/he appears to 

perceive the “Finnishness” as hindering the participant‟s fluency: 

 

(47) 

B:  where did you get the 2.2 then [‟cause i didn‟t get any] 

E: [i don‟t have either have two-] 

C: [i gave <NAME ID 1014> on fluency ‟cause it was like s/he talked and talked and 

talked all the time] 

D: [i gave too] 

B: (i don't know) that ööö ööö annoyed me so much that 

C: i don‟t know i thought it was like [was (xx)] 

E: [and i thought] s/he seemed more finnish than this <NAME ID 1013> 

B: i basically thought so too 

E: i mean s/he like more clearly showed that s/he’s finn- but of course as the other 

one spoke less but like s/he was clearly more finnish [in his/her speech] 
C: [i have also 2.1] 

B: so what does this fluency say on 2.2 <READING> can communicate spontaneously 

often even quite fluently and effortlessly (xx) </READING> 

C: (xx) communicated fluently but then of course it wasn‟t errorless the speech but like 

s/he didn‟t really hesitate that much [either s/he just talked] and talked and talked 

 

 

However, example 48 is in fact the preceding part of the same on-going discussion as in 

example 47 (i.e. example 14). Again, speaker E comments how participant 1014‟s speech 
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 Appendix 6: Contradiction Discourse: examples in Finnish. 
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sounds Finnish. However, as the discussion is clearly about pronunciation, speaker E 

appears to consider participant 1014‟s “Finnishness” affecting the assessment of 

pronunciation, instead of fluency:  

 

(48) 

B: like was it so like where did you give that B2.2 then i mean for example i had given 

1.2 also on pronunciation every now and then although it was clear and natural 

but the intonation and stress weren’t quite like in target language however 
E: it was from time to time it was quite good but then there always came this what i 

like thought was kind of clearly finnish 
C: i had B2.1 quite a lot though 

B: where did you get the 2.2 then [‟cause i didn‟t get any] 

E: [i don‟t have either have two-] 

 

 

As regards speaker B in example 14, partially repeated here as example 49, let us have a 

closer look at the argument s/he makes suggesting that the nature of the hesitations 

participant 1014 makes indicates that s/he is not as fluent as may be thought: 

 

(49) 

B: no but can produce speech in a relatively consistent pace so i think that‟s maybe closer 

than (xx) occasional hesitations ‟cause like i thought it was pretty continuous that 

hesitating after all but like that‟s exactly like is it fluent if if like if with that ööö 

‘cause i mean ööö as i understand is not really an English hesitation or i mean like 

as we speak here none of us says öö öö öö all the time 
D: yeah 

B: in normal fluent speech 

 

 

The comparison by speaker B could perhaps support the argument, if not for the fact that 

the assessors in fact speak Finnish, not English, as mentioned above. Nevertheless, 

contradictions come up as regards the aspects of spoken language as well, particularly in 

relation to what is considered having a negative influence on the assessment, lowering the 

grade. For example in example 17 above speaker B considers missing articles quite a 
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serious error, almost immediately lowering the grade. However, this approach does not 

appear to be as solid after all: 

 

(50) 

C: so like couldn‟t say too much however probably i again like the pronunciation and like 

accuracy s/he did say like not too many errors there now of course [articles were 

missing and so on that could mm it like yeah exactly]  

B: [but i gave him/her i did give him/her quite good nevertheless ‘cause what s/he 

said was kinda ok however] 

 

 

Also, there appears to be some contradiction as to which linguistic phenomena are 

considered to account for particular aspects. Of course, results in section 4.2 illustrate 

variation and inconsistency regarding what the aspects of spoken language are considered 

to cover, but in fact a clear contradiction is evident as well. As example 19, repeated here as 

example 51, illustrates, speaker B clearly indicates that incoherent sentence structure is not 

a grammatical error: 

 

(51) 

B: yeah and of course it it’s not any grammar error if you say the sentence like 

somehow like any which way ever i don‟t know where it goes then in which category 

like if like is it the range then if you can‟t like do the sentence like form the sentence at 

all 

 

 

However, this interpretation does not appear to be true after all, as we can see in the 

following example. Example 52 overlaps partially with example 15, as the speakers discuss 

the assessment of accuracy. Speaker B appears to consider problems with sentence 

structures precisely as grammatical errors:  
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(52) 

C: yeah that‟s what i thought about yeah 

E: but these are quite close these these like these categories to each other 

B: sometimes sentence structures were bad i gave at least on accuracy probably 

mostly B1.2 

D: yeah here like of course the speech itself is like kind of disorganized so but that‟s what 

[(xx) yeah yeah it is yeah that‟s true] 

B: [yeah but it‟s a different thing that do you make like false starts or do you make 

grammar errors] since that’s like what we kind of assess now 

 

 

As this chapter illustrates, the analysis resulted in various discourses on the topics test 

tasks, spoken language aspects, and assessment, respectively. In the following chapter I 

discuss these results in more detail, and analyze the HY-Talk test and the assessment 

criteria in the light of these results, in reference to prior research on spoken language. 
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5. Discussion: Analysis of the test and assessment criteria 

The results show that the assessors perceive the HY-Talk test, including the assessment 

process as a part of it, quite negatively. Though not all of the discourses indicate critique 

indisputably, only examples 9 and 10 (section 4.1.2) indicate unreserved contentment either 

towards the tasks or the assessment criteria. Thus, as regards research question one, 

although we may argue that „reservations‟ do not automatically signify critique or criticism, 

I do not consider it far-fetched to suggest that the Critique, Reservation and Unclarity 

Discourses introduced in the results, given their negative connotation, can be combined to 

indicate a broader concept, a Criticism Discourse in the text.  

As the results show, the test tasks are overwhelmingly more critiqued than 

appraised. Also, as regards the spoken language aspects, there is not a consensus among the 

assessors as to which linguistic phenomena each aspect of spoken language cover. Rather, 

the assessors consider a variety of phenomena defining a particular aspect, their definitions 

and interpretations differing from one another, and what is more, they are even 

contradicting themselves in the process. As regards the assessment process, the assessors 

either have reservations towards the used scales and proficiency level descriptors, or even 

more tellingly, they express their critique towards the proficiency level descriptors, and the 

discrepancy between the test and the assessment criteria. Contentment, however, is not 

indicated towards any of the topics beyond the references to the test tasks in examples 9 

and 10, as mentioned. 

Yet, in comparison to prior research on spoken language, the negative orientation 

towards the test is not surprising. To account for research question two, I discuss the test 

tasks in the light of the results in the following section. This is followed by discussion on 
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the discourses on spoken language aspects, accounting for research question three. To 

conclude this chapter, I offer general notions on the HY-Talk test validity. 

 

 

5.1 Analyzing Test Tasks 

The critique towards the test tasks for their restrictive, structured nature (examples 1 to 7, 

section 4.1.1) sounds reasonable when compared to how conversation and spoken language 

are defined in prior literature, as discussed in section 2.1. By the same token, and perhaps 

more importantly, the critique towards the tasks appears justified when the tasks are 

compared to the definitions of spoken language proficiency in the assessment criteria. As it 

is, both of these discrepancies raise the issue of test validity. 

As discussed in section 2.1.2, it is stated clearly and extensively in prior studies that 

typical spoken language communication, that is, natural conversation is unplanned and 

open-ended, as the interlocutors do not know what will be said next, but rather, create the 

conversation together as they go along, bringing up topics for discussion, freely interacting 

with one another. However, it is quite clear this is not the case with the HY-Talk tasks.  

To begin with, the unplanned nature of conversing is negated by the fact that the 

participants are given twenty minutes of time to prepare for the test. During this time that 

they spend together in the same room, they both have the test paper with them, obviously 

enabling rather detailed planning. In fact, according to the instructions on the test paper, 

they are allowed to write notes on the test paper, but they are neither allowed to use a 

dictionary, nor to read the notes during the test. Given that the whole test is conducted with 

the participants following the tasks and the instructions from their own test paper 
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throughout the test, I find it quite difficult to control whether a participant reads the notes 

after all. Also, to further hinder the open-endedness of the conversations in terms of time, it 

is said in the instructions that each task takes five minutes to complete at the most, rather 

than leaving it open. 

However, the preparation time is virtually an irrelevant issue as regards unplanned 

nature of the language and open-endedness of the talk-exchanges the test elicits, due to the 

very nature of the tasks. As we saw in examples 1 to 4 (section 4.1.1), the assessors critique 

the tasks as they limit what the participants can say. Indeed, the participants are given 

detailed instructions of what to say and how to say it in every task. The critique is quite 

justified, as the structured tasks appear to have implications for the validity and fairness of 

the assessment. I discuss the tasks in numerical order from task one to task three.  

As mentioned above, in task one, the monologue, both participants make an 

introductory video to a distant relative. They are instructed to introduce their family with 

many details explicated. Also, they are explicitly told to „ask‟, „tell‟, and even to „promise 

something‟, thus obviously eliciting, if not thoroughly planned, yet clearly not un-planned 

spoken language. It is worth emphasizing that the participants do task one as themselves 

rather than take on a role. Therefore, it is quite interesting that they are first instructed to 

“mention who your best friends are” and then to “tell what you did with them last 

summer.”
19

 Initially it appears to be rather questionable to have such a structured task that 

presumes the participants have indeed done something with their best friends the summer 

before. If they have not, this instance would arguably entail hesitation, uncertainty as 

regards what to say, and at worse, the breakdown of communication. Clearly this would 

                                                 
19

 All the citations in reference to the HY-talk test tasks are my translations. 
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have a bearing on the assessment of the performance, given how the assessors define 

fluency in section 4.2.1. 

However, apparently this is an unfounded concern. It is in fact mentioned in the 

instructions for task one that “what you say does not have to be true.” Yet, this does not 

erase the issue as regards the validity of the assessment. As discussed in section 2.2.2, task 

performance was considered accounting for the overall grade in the HY-Talk test. For 

example, at level A2.1 „First stage of basic proficiency‟
20

 for task-performance, it is said 

that the participant can describe his/her circle of acquaintances with short sentences. For 

level A2.2 „Developing basic proficiency‟ it is said that the participant “can give a small, 

enumerated description of his/her immediate circle and its everyday aspects.” At level B2.1 

„First stage of independent proficiency‟, the participant “can give clear, accurate 

descriptions of a variety of topics within his/her sphere of experience.” Given these 

descriptions, I find it legitimate to suggest that valid conclusions as regards the participants‟ 

spoken language proficiency cannot be drawn from task one.  

For one, we do not know what the participant would tell, and what would be left out 

if they were to tell about themselves more freely. We do not know their proficiency as 

regards estimating and deciding what they consider relevant to tell (or ask), that is, 

interesting to the receiver, and above all, important to themselves. Nor do we know with 

which linguistic means they would seek to accomplish this in everyday situation, without 

detailed prompts. Furthermore, as they are explicitly allowed not to tell the truth, we simply 

do not know whether the participant could or could not tell how, in reality, s/he spent the 

                                                 
20

 As discussed in section 2.2.2, the proficiency level descriptors used in HY-talk test are in the exact same 

words as the proficiency level descriptors for speaking presented in the Finnish National Core Curriculum for 

upper-secondary schools in Finnish. Thus, all the citations in reference to the proficiency level descriptors are 

from the English version of the FNCC for upper-secondary schools.  
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summer with Jenna and Markus, renovating the barn attic at his/her grand-aunt‟s farm. 

What we could learn instead, is that they played tennis. The point being made is that quite 

clearly task one ought to be far less guided to allow valid assessment with the given 

criteria. Or conversely, the criteria ought to be rephrased. 

Tasks two and three are dialogues, as mentioned, and task two is in two parts with 

the participants switching roles between the parts. As mentioned, the assessors critique the 

tasks for insufficient instructions especially as regards part two of task two, the movie 

dialogue (example 8, section 4.1.1; example 11, section 4.1.2). The assessors also critique 

the uneven roles the participants have and the structured nature of the tasks (examples 1 to 

7, section 4.1.1). Again, the critique appears to be legitimate on each count. In fact, there 

appears to be a broader issue with inadequate instructions than what the assessors indicated. 

In task two the participants are instructed to converse with their partner as naturally 

as possible and to “express the subject matter of the lines” in the target language. Yet, 

despite the reference to „lines‟, which typically are predetermined and written, the 

participants are told not to translate, but urged to become understood using their own 

words. The critique towards the task instructions by the assessors appears quite justified in 

this regard as well. Clearly the instructions are contradictory, as the reference to using own 

words to express the lines already indicate. Also, the given lines contain specific references, 

such as „two‟ presents, and „Finnish‟ music, limiting the possibilities to use their own 

words. Moreover, I find it reasonable to ask how are the participants to converse as 

naturally as possible when they are explicitly instructed to „tell‟, „ask‟, „answer‟, „thank‟, 

„compare‟, „comment politely‟, „describe your emotional state‟, „recommend Finnish 

music‟, „urge the other one to hurry‟, and even to „react calmingly‟? 
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The critique on the participants having uneven roles appears to be reasonable as well. As 

examples 5 to 7 (section 4.1.1) illustrate, the assessors indicate that one participant has to 

ask more questions than the other. In fact, in the first part of task two the one having the 

role of the distant relative is instructed to ask two questions, whereas the other one does not 

ask any questions. In the second part the roles are switched, thus resulting in one participant 

asking three questions altogether, and the other one asking two. Hence, there does not 

appear to be a significant difference as regards the distribution of questions in task two.  

This does not erase the issue of un-even roles, however. In the first part of task two 

the participant having the role of the distant relative is instructed to hand and introduce two 

presents s/he has brought. Yet, it is not specified what these presents are. Nevertheless, the 

other participant is instructed to thank and tell what they plan to do with the presents. In 

fact, given the situation described in part one of task two, it is quite probable that in real life 

the person would hand the presents and say something like “look what I brought you” or 

“here you go, I brought you something” instead of explicitly introducing the presents.  

Nevertheless, in part two of task two, the same participant who gets to decide what 

presents s/he has brought in part one, must choose which movie they are to pretend having 

just seen. S/he is instructed to ask the other one‟s opinion about the movie stating the name 

of the movie when doing so. Of course, we may ponder whether in real life we would 

simply say something like “so, what do you think about the movie” instead of stating the 

name of it. After all, they both have just seen the same movie, not many movies, nor 

different ones, which would entail specific reference by name. Nonetheless, it is quite 

interesting, given how structured each turn is, that the participants are not instructed how 

they are to feel about the movie, but they are given a chance to express their “actual” 
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opinion instead. Interestingly enough, although this instance appears to elicit a sample of 

natural spoken language, it in fact puts the fairness of the assessment at risk. 

As mentioned, the same participant determines which presents and which movie are 

discussed in task two, and the other one has to respond to both of these references. If the 

participants have not agreed upon the two presents and the movie during the preparation, 

there is a risk one chooses a present the other one does not recognize by the description, 

and also a movie the other one has not seen in real life, or does not recognize by name. 

Quite probably this would jeopardize fair assessment on the answerer‟s part. How is s/he to 

show their language proficiency expressing what they plan to do with a present if they do 

not recognize the present, and how is s/he to express their opinion about a movie s/he does 

not know? It appears to be a legitimate argument that in order to have an equal opportunity 

to show their proficiency, and thus receive fair assessment, the participants must decide on 

the presents and the movie beforehand, during the preparation time. This, then, obviously 

contradicts with the notion of natural spoken language (and conversation) being unplanned. 

Moreover, in reference to the critique on insufficient instructions, it is not in fact mentioned 

in the instructions that they ought to agree upon these issues beforehand.  

As it is, given the instructions and the structured nature of task two, the task does 

not treat the participants equally in terms of eliciting samples of natural spoken language. 

Furthermore, if the participant reacting on the present and movie referents produces 

unplanned, natural spoken language, s/he faces the risk of seeming hesitant and even 

incoherent, and thus, especially given the results on fluency (section 4.2.1) may quite 

probably not receive a fair assessment.  

Moreover, as regards the assessment criteria, it does not appear to be plausible to 

draw conclusions on the participants' proficiency based on task two. I find it questionable to 
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assess whether the participants can describe their „sphere of experience‟ given the 

presupposition in part two of task two that they are in fact relatively active movie watchers, 

and are familiar with Finnish music, instead of actually being avid readers and enjoying 

classical music, for example. 

The structured nature of task two also contradicts with the co-constructiveness of 

spoken language communication in terms of turn-allocation as discussed in section 2.1.2. It 

is established in prior literature that prosodic cues have a large role in turn allocation in a 

conversation, in addition to syntactic cues. In fact, intonation is briefly mentioned in the 

proficiency level descriptors for pronunciation, but not in relation to turn-taking or other 

phenomena in a conversation. I find this rather interesting given the importance of prosody 

as discussed above. However, turn-taking is dealt with in the proficiency level descriptors 

for task performance and interactivity, the aspect of spoken language especially tested as a 

part of the HY-Talk project.  

For example, at level A2.1 „First stage of basic proficiency‟ for task performance it 

is said that a participant “can initiate and close brief dialogues, but can rarely maintain a 

longer conversation.” According to level B2.2 they “can discuss and negotiate on a variety 

of topics, present and comment on demanding lines of thought, relating his/her contribution 

to those of other speakers.”
21

 For interactivity, again, not dealt with in FNCC scales but 

especially distinguished and tested in HY-Talk project, it is said at level A2 that they “can 

use simple techniques related to starting, maintaining and finishing a conversation” (my 

translation). At level B2 they “can start a conversation, take a turn appropriately and finish 

a conversation when necessary, though not always stylishly” (my translation). Quite 

                                                 
21

 In fact, the original Finnish wording may be interpreted as referring to the ability to participate in a 

conversation in terms of actual turn-taking (i.e. „connecting contribution‟, „kytkeä‟, my translation), instead of 

in terms of the contents of utterances, or turn-coherence, as „relating contribution‟ implies. 
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interestingly, however, at level C2 for interactivity prosody is more directly referred to, as 

the participants “can communicate easily and skillfully using non-verbal and intonation-

based cues effortlessly” (my translation). However, the assessment scale applied in HY-

Talk did not go higher than level C1.1, thus rendering this definition an insignificant 

curiosity. 

Given the descriptions for task performance and interactivity, it is quite clear that 

assessing spoken language proficiency as regards turn-taking is impossible based on task 

two. Simply put, task two (both parts) does not elicit spoken language use accounting for 

the above criteria, as the turns are predetermined. In fact, I find it plausible to argue that the 

participants can carry out the dialogues in task two without referring to any prosodic or 

even syntactic cues. As they both follow the dialogue from the test paper, seeing what is to 

come in each turn, they can follow when the necessary contents have been said and start 

their own turn irrespective of the prosodic or syntactic cues of the previous turn. What is 

more, the same participant starts the dialogue in both parts of task two, leaving it open how 

the other one would manage to do so. However, as the turns and the contents of the turns 

are pre-determined, this does not appear to be that significant a notion on uneven roles.  

Of course, it may be argued that task three is intended to account for the criteria 

discussed above, as the participants are not allotted individual turns, but “only” a shared list 

of contents for the conversation, that is, various topics related to a trip they need to plan and 

agree upon. Yet, this is still against the notion of natural conversation being unplanned, as 

the participants do not come up with the topics they are to agree upon themselves, as the 

talk exchange goes on. Moreover, it does not automatically follow that task three enables 

fair and valid assessment of spoken language proficiency in terms of turn-taking, as 
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discussed above. Though it is not possible to investigate conclusively in the present study, I 

am inclined to point out the following risk.  

In the instructions for task three it is not explicitly said who the participants in the 

dialogue are. It merely says that “you are planning a trip together to a popular place in your 

home area”, leaving out who „you‟ is and who the other one is. However, as the roles of 

„you‟ and the distant relative are applied in tasks one and two, it implies that this is the case 

in task three as well.  

If the participants are indeed intended to apply the same roles as in task two, it 

appears to put them in unequal positions as far as the nature of the dialogue goes, with 

„you‟ “knowing” all the details, and the distant relative potentially “knowing” nothing. This 

would quite likely have a bearing on the type of a dialogue they are to construct, and 

especially the nature of their turns, suggesting that the distant relative would have to ask 

quite a lot of questions in order to have a bigger role in the dialogue. Or again, in order to 

avoid this, the participants would have had to agree upon task three during the preparation 

time. Nevertheless, though the topics to be agreed upon are not introduced as a list of 

questions, the prompts do start with words „where‟, „who‟, „how‟, „what‟, „where‟, „how‟, 

„when‟, and „what‟, respectively.  

In fact, the critique by the assessors on the participants having uneven roles 

(examples 5 to 7, section 4.1.1), as one participant is asking more questions than the other, 

may well be due to these reasons. However, I ought to emphasize that it was not possible to 

investigate these notions regarding task three in any detail as a part of the present study. 

Yet, example 7 clearly shows that the other participant is seen as being forced to ask a lot 

of questions – precisely in task three. It is not clear, however, whether this is because of the 

roles, the presentation of the prompts, or as the result of both issues. Thus, the 
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performances in task three, and the assessments thereof, ought to be investigated in more 

detail, since uneven roles are likely to have a bearing on the fairness and validity of the 

assessments, especially as the results show the assessors‟ tendency to compare the 

participants‟ performances to each other (examples 27 to 30, section 4.3.1). 

 To conclude this section, it is not clear why the HY-Talk tasks are as structured as 

they are. It may be that the goal is to ensure that both participants take part in the 

conversing with relatively same frequency, offering and on the other hand imposing them 

an equal opportunity to show their skills. However, as discussed, this does not appear to 

hold true, as the participants are not treated equally. Also, arguably more importantly, the 

tasks do not appear to elicit such material that the assessment criteria expect. Moreover, the 

tasks do not adhere to what natural spoken language, or natural conversation is understood 

to be in linguistics. For example, it does not appear to be possible to assess how the 

participants manage to start and prolong a conversation, who takes the floor and how, who 

gives the floor, or is the floor taken, whether someone tends to dominate, and is the other 

one able to respond to a question and possibly hold the floor asking a question back.  

In fact, it appears reasonable to argue that the tasks, given how structured they are, 

steer the assessment to focus on the form, rather than function of the spoken language the 

participants produce. Even in the less structured task, task three, although the turns are not 

allotted beforehand, the participants are given detailed prompts as to what ought to be 

discussed. Thus, what the tasks appear to focus on is not the creation of utterances that 

would contribute to the construction of a dialogue, but on the form of predetermined 

utterances, that is, how accurately the participants can form their utterances in comparison 

to the given prompts. Not only is this in contrast to the on-going discussion on the 

characteristics of spoken language and the typical use thereof (i.e. conversing) in 
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linguistics, but this also appears to be in quite a contrast to the emphasis of 

communicativeness in foreign language teaching in Finland. 

 

 

5.2 Analyzing Assessment Criteria 

The results in section 4.2 show that the assessors discuss which linguistic phenomena 

signify fluency, accuracy, and range, respectively, in varying terms. As regards range, it 

appears to be in fact rather unclear to the assessors how it is illustrated in the test 

performances. I discuss how these aspects of spoken language are defined in the 

proficiency level descriptors, in the light of the results in section 4.2.  

Given that fluency is not unambiguously defined in linguistics, as discussed in 

section 2.1.3, it is not surprising that the assessors offer varying definitions for the 

phenomenon as well. Also, the assessors‟ perception of the fluency-accuracy dichotomy, 

that is, the more fluent the speech, the less accurate it is, is in line with prior research on 

fluency. However, example 14 (section 4.2.1) shows quite a clear contradiction between 

what the assessors and prior research consider accounting for fluency. 

As discussed in section 2.1.3, it is extensively discussed in prior literature that 

breaks, hesitations, repeats, and pauses, do not indicate dysfluency. Yet, in example 14 the 

assessors define fluent speech as continuous, and not interrupted with breaks. However, 

though in contrast to prior research, the assessors‟ interpretation is in accordance with the 

definition of fluency in the proficiency level descriptors applied in the HY-Talk project. For 

example at level A2.1 „First stage of basic proficiency‟ for fluency it says that the speakers 

“can produce some familiar sequences fluently, but pauses and false starts are frequent and 
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very evident.” At level B2.1 „First stage of independent proficiency‟ they “can produce 

stretches of speech with a fairly even tempo and few longer pauses.” At level B2.2 

„Functional independent proficiency‟ they “can communicate spontaneously, often showing 

quite remarkable fluency and ease irrespective of occasional hesitation.” As regards this 

notion on spontaneity, it ought to be noted that spontaneous speech appears to be virtually 

impossible to detect in the HY-Talk test, given the predetermined, structured nature of the 

tasks, as discussed above. Nevertheless, as mentioned, these definitions for fluency are in 

quite a contrast to prior studies in the field, discussed in section 2.1.3. In fact, what is 

considered as signs of dysfluency in the proficiency level descriptors is deemed precisely as 

not illustrating dysfluency in prior research. Thus, the definitions are no less than opposite 

to each other.  

In fact, in addition to the definitions of fluency, and what is not fluency in section 

2.1.3, I am also inclined to point out that, quite obviously, people speak differently, 

regardless of their proficiency. For example Tracy (2002: 175) mentions speech 

communities as well as cultural and regional differences influencing how people speak, and 

describes people from „cooler areas‟ having „less involved‟ conversational styles. Also, 

Tannen (2005) discusses how people have their own „conversational style‟, independent of 

the language they speak, and mentions pausing and the rate of speech as features of 

conversational style, further indicating that we ought to be quite careful when drawing 

conclusions of one‟s proficiency based on how continuous their speech appears to be.  

Kurhila (2006: 11-12) not only appears to agree with Tannen, but suggests that 

„speech perturbations‟ in fact serve interactional functions in a dialogue, thus questioning 

their interpretation as errors, or signs of deficiency. Bavelas (2000) and Olsher (2004) take 

this notion even further, discussing non-verbal aspects of communication and suggesting 
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that even the absence of words does not indicate dysfluency, as words may be replaced by 

bodily gestures. All in all, it appears quite clear, therefore, that in order to make valid 

assessments of one‟s spoken language proficiency as regards fluency it is not feasible to 

discuss it in terms of hesitations, pauses, and breaks in speech. 

Also, as regards the HY-Talk test, I am inclined to hypothesize that the tasks do not 

allow valid conclusions to be made of the participants‟ fluency even if we accept the 

definition of fluency in the proficiency level descriptors as valid. This is because the tasks 

are not only structured, forcing the participants to follow what they are supposed to say in 

each turn (and how), but moreover, the prompts in each task are quite long and in Finnish. 

Thus, in essence, the participants must translate the contents into English, rather than 

simply react to what is said, as would occur with less structured tasks – not to mention in 

free, natural conversation. It therefore appears plausible to suggest that the participants 

must spend more time on processing what to say than they would in less structured tasks, or 

in natural conversation. This arguably has a bearing on their fluency, if defined in terms of 

hesitation, pauses, and so forth. For example Fulcher (2003) discusses the notion of 

„automaticity‟ in speech along these lines. 

The assessors discuss accuracy (examples 15 to 17, section 4.2.2) in correspondence 

with the definitions given in the proficiency level descriptors. For example, at level A2.1 

for accuracy the speaker “masters the most basic grammar in elementary free speech, but 

still makes many errors even in basic structures.” At level B1.1 “grammatical errors are 

common” as, for example, articles and suffixes are missing. At levels B2.2 and C1.1 

“grammatical control is good” and the speaker corrects his/her own errors. Interestingly 

enough, this last definition underlines the accuracy-fluency dichotomy: to be proficient in 
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terms of accuracy the speaker must rephrase his/her speech, which ultimately would be 

interpreted as a sign of dysfluency, given the definitions of fluency discussed above.  

 As regards range, examples 18 to 26 (section 4.2.3) show that the assessors were 

unsure as to what exactly accounts for it. Yet, their interpretation of range as referring to 

the vocabulary and the grammatical constructions the speaker produces is in accordance 

with how range is defined in the proficiency level descriptors. Thus, it appears that the 

difficulties the assessors had as regards range relate to the manifestations of it: what, in the 

produced speech, signifies extensive vocabulary and extensive use of various constructions, 

respectively. In fact, this is not specified in the proficiency level descriptors beyond such 

terminology as „basic vocabulary‟, „the most essential vocabulary‟, „easily predictable 

vocabulary‟, „relatively broad vocabulary‟, „high-frequency everyday vocabulary‟, „a very 

wide vocabulary‟, „some elements of basic grammar‟, „basic sentence structures‟, „more 

demanding structures‟, „a variety of different structures‟, „various structures and even 

complex sentences‟, and „language structures, which very rarely restrict expression‟. The 

apparent vagueness of these descriptions may explain the difficulties the assessors have in 

interpreting how range is manifested in the test performances. 

Of course, it may be argued that a trained teacher of English is expected to have a 

grasp of these notions. However, the results indicate that is not the case after all. Thus, 

more specific definitions appear to be required to allow valid assessments of range as 

regards spoken language proficiency. Also, as regards the HY-Talk test, again, it appears to 

be rather justified to argue that the structured tasks determine the used vocabulary to a 

significant extent, thus questioning the feasibility and validity of assessing range in these 

terms. In fact, what the tasks elicit, and what the criteria expects is precisely what the 

assessors critiqued in examples 38 to 41 (section 4.3.3). 
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Nevertheless, the definitions of accuracy and range in the proficiency level descriptors are 

in contrast to how spoken language was characterized in section 2.1.3. In fact, the 

definitions combine to illustrate what spoken language at large is according to the 

proficiency level descriptors, painting a picture of spoken language that is in quite a 

contrast to how spoken language is defined in linguistics. As regards accuracy, researchers 

agree that spoken language simply does not conform to notions of grammatical correctness 

drawn from written language, as the constructions are simpler, and are characterized by 

certain types of ellipsis. In fact, it is rather interesting that the absence of articles is 

specifically mentioned as an example of grammatical error, thus, treated as a sign of 

deficiency in the proficiency level descriptors for accuracy. As mentioned, McCarthy 

(1998: 76) considers the ellipsis of articles no less than typical of spoken language. It is 

also worth repeating that Tarone (2005) states that L2 speakers‟ oral production does not 

conform to the target language rules. 

As regards range, it is established in linguistics that spoken language has simpler 

grammatical constructions than written language, and the vocabulary is also simpler. In 

fact, it is worth repeating that Miller and Weinert (1998: 22-23) specifically state that the 

range of vocabulary in spoken language is less than in written language. It is also 

established in prior literature that it is not feasible to discuss (and therefore to assess) 

spoken language in terms of sentence level constructions, as spoken constructions do not 

typically correspond with sentences. 

Given the definitions of accuracy and range in the proficiency level descriptors, I 

find it justified to argue that the assessment criteria do not allow valid assessments of 

spoken language proficiency. Rather, as the assessment criteria do not correspond to how 
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spoken language is defined in linguistics, but is in fact contradictory to it, the test appears to 

measure written language proficiency, through orally produced samples of it. 

 

 

5.3 General Notions on the HY-Talk Test Validity 

It ought to be borne in mind that the HY-Talk project deals with validating the assessment 

scales applied in the test. This suggests that all the proficiency levels ought to be 

represented, that is, the group of participants ought to be as heterogeneous as possible. 

However, as mentioned, the participants were volunteers, thus implying that the test takers 

represent motivated and arguably more proficient language users than a random sampling 

would produce. Quite probably this skews the assessment, as the lower proficiency levels 

are potentially not represented. In fact, this may partially explain the difficulties the 

assessors had placing a particular performance on a feasible proficiency level (examples 31 

to 35, section 4.3.2), and the hesitancy to give the higher grades (examples 36 and 37, 

section 4.3.2), in addition to the vague descriptions of different levels the assessors 

critiqued (examples 42 to 44, section 4.3.3).  

Also, the participants in the HY-Talk test selected their partners themselves. It is 

possible that this was expected to have a positive bearing on the quality and amount of data, 

as the participants would quite likely feel more comfortable with a familiar person, thus 

making it easier to talk. It is also possible that the participants self-selected the pairs simply 

to save the researchers‟ time.  

Nevertheless, this practice appears to further hinder the validation of the scales; the 

proficiency level descriptors for task performance appear to focus, in fact, on the 
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participants‟ ability to manage in new, unfamiliar situations. For example, at levels A1.3 

„Functional Elementary Proficiency‟ and A2.1 „First Stage of Basic Proficiency‟, the 

speakers can manage in the simplest and the most common service encounters, 

respectively. At level B1.1 „Functional Basic Proficiency‟ they “can handle the most 

common everyday situations and informal exchanges in the language area.” It therefore 

appears to be rather contradictory to superimpose the criteria to talk-exchanges with a well-

known friend, instead of more unfamiliar school-mate. In fact, as regards these definitions, 

I find it quite questionable to draw conclusions on a speaker‟s ability to manage in 

impromptu service encounters or everyday interaction based on their performance in a test 

they have prepared for twenty minutes. 

Nonetheless, as regards the pair selection, in the case the lower proficiency levels 

discussed above are not indeed represented in the tests, it is clearly stated at the higher 

proficiency level descriptors for task performance (levels B2.1 and B2.2) that the speaker 

can interact and communicate with a native speaker of the language. This appears to 

impugn the self-selection of pairs as well, as it appears feasible to expect the native-speaker 

to be an unfamiliar person.  

Moreover, the very prudency of interpreting spoken language proficiency in 

reference to the speaker‟s ability to communicate with a native speaker of English may be 

questioned in today‟s world. It is highly more likely that non-native speakers, such as 

Finnish upper secondary school students, will use English in interaction with other non-

native speakers, rather than native speakers of the language. In fact, this notion was 

discussed and tentatively supported by the assessors as well (example 46, section 4.3.3). 

For example Widdowson (1994/2009), Cook (1999/2009), Seidlhofer (2001/2009), and 
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Jenkins (2006b/2009)
22

 discuss the status of English, and the amount and the distribution of 

English speakers in today‟s world.  

Also, as mentioned above, for example Adams (2007), citing multiple studies, 

concludes that interactions between learners of a language differ significantly from 

interactions between a learner and a native-speaker. It thus appears that test tasks conducted 

by two learners of a language do not in fact allow conclusions to be drawn as to how well 

the participants are expected to communicate with a native speaker. 

To conclude this chapter, as the methodological approach taken in the present study 

indicates, the results presented above, and therefore the analysis in this chapter, are 

unavoidably subjective interpretations. However, this is in line with the theoretical 

premises of Discourse Analysis, as discussed above. Also, I find the explication of the 

method in Chapter 3 and the manner of presenting the results in Chapter 4 accounting for 

the validity and reliability of these interpretations and the following conclusions of the 

study.  

 

                                                 
22

 All the sources here are re-published in their original full form with the original dates in Hedge et al (2009). 
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6. Conclusions 

The study aimed to shed light on how well the HY-Talk test manages to serve its purpose –

to measure spoken language proficiency. More specifically, it was investigated how the test 

and the assessment criteria correspond with how spoken language and typical spoken 

language use are defined in linguistics. To account for these questions, discourse analysis 

was conducted on the assessment session discussions by the five assessors, to learn how 

they regard the test and the assessment criteria, and what the advantages and disadvantages 

are. The test and the assessment criteria were then analyzed in the light of the discourse 

analysis results, and in reference to prior research on spoken language.  

The results of the study show that the assessors are quite critical of the HY-Talk test 

tasks. Also, the test tasks investigated do not produce samples of spoken language that 

correspond with the characteristics of spoken language and typical spoken language 

interaction as defined in linguistics. This is due to the structured nature of the tasks, which 

do not elicit unplanned language, or open-ended discussion. Also, the samples of spoken 

language the tasks elicit do not conform to what the assessment criteria expects. This is, 

again, due to the structured nature of the tasks, as the assessment criteria appear to expect 

more open, and freely produced speech. Moreover, the aspects of spoken language as 

explicated in the assessment scales, mainly range, accuracy, and fluency that were 

specifically investigated in the study, do not correspond with how these features of spoken 

language are defined in linguistics, but rather the definitions appear to be directly opposed 

to each other.  

As regards spoken language testing in Finland at large, the present study offers a 

few notions to take into account as the assessment criteria investigated is drawn from the 
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proficiency level descriptors for speaking in the FNCC for upper secondary school. To 

begin with, the results suggest that in order to make valid assessments of spoken language 

proficiency the test tasks must be compiled in close reference to the assessment criteria 

intended to be used, and moreover, it ought to be made explicit to the assessors which 

features of spoken language are intended to be focused on in each task, if such division is 

intended. In fact, it does not appear to be far-fetched to argue that the assessment criteria 

investigated in the present study do not allow structured tasks to begin with, in order to 

make valid assessments of spoken language proficiency, but rather, in order to superimpose 

the criteria as it is currently defined, the tasks ought to be quite open.  

Of course, it may be argued that unstructured or unprompted tasks are not likely to 

elicit enough material to allow valid assessment. However, research by Harjupatana (2008) 

and Mikkola (2008), for example, also part of the HY-Talk project, indicate that this is an 

unfounded concern. They compared a test task they had compiled together to the HY-Talk 

test. In Harjupatana and Mikkola‟s task the participants are simply instructed to “read this 

and then go on to discuss reality TV with your pair.” The text to be read is an English 

excerpt of scandals around the world in the Big Brother TV-series.  

Harjupatana (2008) compared their task to task three in the HY-Talk test and 

concluded that their task conformed better to what communicative language testing expects 

and also “produces more natural-like language and therefore reflects the real-demand of 

language use better than the HY-Talk task.” Mikkola (2008) investigated discourse markers 

such as „well‟ and „yeah‟ and compared their task to all the tasks in the HY-Talk test and 

concluded that their task “elicited the highest number of words and the highest variety of 

discourse markers.” It ought to be also pointed out that the task by Harjupatana and 

Mikkola was presented solely in English, which appears to be quite reasonable given that 
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not all upper secondary school students in Finland are native speakers of Finnish. This 

notion ought not to be overlooked when discussing the reliability and validity, and 

moreover, the fairness of a test.  

As it is, a feasible compromise for a spoken language test could be task-types where 

the participants are given short prompts, for example only topics for discussion, a few key 

words, or a combination of these – in English, nevertheless. More research in this regard is 

of course required. Yet, whatever the task type, it is quite clear, based on the 

characterization of spoken language in prior literature, that the preparation time before the 

test invalidates the assessment, as the test will thus not result in unplanned and open-ended 

language use. 

Moreover, as discussed above, the assessment criteria analyzed in the present study 

are quite concerning per se. First, the descriptions for different levels of proficiency appear 

to be too vague to allow valid assessment of spoken language proficiency. Secondly, the 

fact that the aspects of spoken language, as defined in the assessment scales, do not 

correspond with how spoken language is defined in linguistics, is quite a significant 

discrepancy. In essence, this invalidates the validity of the assessment. Also, the 

implication that a speaker‟s spoken language proficiency may be determined in reference to 

their expected ability to communicate with a native speaker of the language ought to be 

reconsidered. All in all, a natural solution would be to redefine the assessment criteria in 

reference to prior research on spoken language resulting in criteria, and thus test tasks, that 

do measure what it purports to measure – the spoken language proficiency. 

To sum up, there is now an agreement over the importance of spoken language 

proficiency assessment in Finnish upper secondary school, and measures are taken 

accordingly to conduct the tests. Yet, I am inclined to suggest that we should not be 
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satisfied with the developments thus far. The efforts and time it has taken to bring speaking 

to its rightful spot, to the heart of the on-going discussion on Finnish foreign language 

education, cannot go to waste. We must be careful to do what we purport to do – test 

spoken language proficiency as it is. The prestige that the Finnish school system, and 

education at large, enjoys around the world not only allows us the opportunity, but arguably 

allots us the responsibility to be forerunners in the field. We ought not to be satisfied 

implementing assessment criteria “from above”, such as CEFR, without critical analysis of 

their validity.  

Therefore, we must continue the discussion on spoken language testing and develop 

criteria and tasks that allow us to assess spoken language proficiency in reference to spoken 

language characteristics, not written language norms. This will require us to conduct 

research, to develop and experiment with different types of tests in order to find the optimal 

balance between the nature of the test (including the assessment criteria) and the 

prerequisites of practicality, reliability, and above all, equal opportunity for each student. A 

standardized, structured spoken language test may be practical and guarantee equal 

opportunity for every test taker, but it cannot do so at the expense of validity. We ought to 

bear in mind that spoken language testing in Finnish upper secondary school concerns 

thousands of students. Thus, the question of test validity is quick to turn into a matter of 

overall educational integrity.  
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APPENDIX 1: HY-Talk test for upper secondary school. 

 

PUHETEHTÄVÄT 
 

 

Valmistelu 20 min + suoritus 20 min 

 

Suorita seuraavat puhetehtävät parisi kanssa. Tutustukaa niihin ensin 20 minuutin ajan. 

Älkää käyttäkö apuvälineitä (sanakirjoja tms.). Muistiinpanoja voit tehdä, mutta niitä ei saa 

lukea suoritustilanteessa. Kukin tehtävä vie korkeintaan viisi minuuttia. 

 

 

Aluksi käydään lyhyt vapaa keskustelu ”syntyperäisen” puhujan kanssa. 

 

Tehtävä 1. Esittelyvideo 

 

Saat kesävieraaksi etäisen sukulaisnuoren (nimeltään Nico tai Anna), jonka perhe on 

muuttanut kohdekieliseen maahan kauan sitten, eivätkä lapset enää osaa suomea. Toimitat 

hänelle ensin lyhyen videokatkelman, jossa esittelet perheesi ja itsesi (sen, mitä sanot, ei 

tarvitse olla totta). 

 

 Tervehdi. 

 Esittele perheesi ja itsesi (nimet, iät, mitä kieliä kukin puhuu, mistä pitää tai mitä 

harrastaa). 

 Kysy, mitä kieliä Nico/Anna puhuu ja paria muuta asiaa. 

 Kerro, missä asutte ja millainen asunto teillä on. 

 Kerro koulustasi. 

 Kerro, miten vietät vapaa-aikaasi. 

 Mainitse, ketkä ovat parhaat ystäväsi. 

 Kerro, mitä teit heidän kanssaan viime kesänä. 

 Lupaa jotakin Nicolle/Annalle, kun hän tulee Suomeen. 

 Päätä esityksesi kohteliaasti. 



 

 

 

 

Tehtävä 2. Arkitilanteita 

 

Keskustele parisi kanssa mahdollisimman luontevasti. llmaise vuorosanojen 

asiasisältö kohdekielellä. Älä käännä, vaan yritä saada itsesi ymmärretyksi omin 

sanoin. Jos et tiedä jotain, älä juutu vaikeaan kohtaan vaan jatka eteenpäin ja puhu 

mahdollisimman paljon.   

 

Nico/Anna viipyy luonasi kuukauden, jonka aikana käytte seuraavat kaksi keskustelua 

(numerot 2.1 ja 2.2). Vaihtakaa vuoroja niin, että kumpikin teistä on toisessa tilanteessa 

oma itsensä (S=sinä) ja toisessa vieraan (Nico/Anna) roolissa. Sopikaa roolijako ennen 

kuin alatte puhua.  

 

 

2.1. Majoittuminen 

 

N/A:  Kommentoi kohteliaasti huonetta, jonka olet saanut käyttöösi. 

S:  Kerro kuka siinä yleensä asuu ja missä tämä henkilö nyt on. 

N/A:  Kysy, mihin voit laittaa tavarasi. 

S:  Vastaa, että kaapissa on tilaa vaatteille ja että peseytymisvälineet voi 

 viedä kylpyhuoneeseen. 

N/A:  Kysy, mihin aikaan perheessä herätään aamulla. 

S:  Vastaa ja kerro muutenkin päiväohjelmasta kesäaikaan. 

N/A:  Ojenna ja esittele kaksi tuliaista, jotka olet tuonut perheelle. Kerro myös, 

 miksi valitsit ne. 

S:  Kiittele tuliaisista ja kerro, mitä aiotte tehdä niillä. 

 

2.2 Keskustelua matkalla elokuvista kotiin 

 

S:  Kysy, mitä vieraasi piti elokuvasta (mainitse elokuvan nimi). 

N/A:  Kerro mielipiteesi ja tiedustele toisen mielipidettä elokuvasta. 

S:  Vastaa kysymykseen ja kuvaile tunnetilaasi elokuvan jälkeen. 

N/A:  Vertaa elokuvaa johonkin toiseen näkemääsi elokuvaan ja perustele 

 näkemyksesi.  

S:  Mainitse, mikä muu elokuva on tehnyt sinuun vaikutuksen ja miksi. 

N/A:  Kerro mielipiteesi elokuvan musiikista ja kysy jotain suomalaisesta 

 musiikista.  

S:  Vastaa kysymykseen ja suosittele toiselle jotain suomalaista musiikkia. 

N/A:  Äkkiä huomaat jotakin, joka yllättää sinut (mainitse mitä) ja kehotat toista 

 kiirehtimään. 

S:  Reagoi tilanteeseen rauhoittavasti. 



 

 

 

 

Tehtävä 3. Retkipäivästä sopiminen 

 

Suunnittelette yhdessä retkeä johonkin suosittuun paikkaan kotiseudullasi.  

Sopikaa yhdessä seuraavista asioista: 

 ▪ mihin retki tehdään, mihin aikaan ja mistä lähdetään 

 ▪ keitä lähtee mukaan 

 ▪ miten pitkä matka on ja miten se tehdään (kävellen/bussilla/pyörillä) 

 ▪ mitä kumpikin haluaa tehdä ja nähdä 

 ▪ missä syödään ja mitä 

 ▪ miten paljon rahaa otetaan mukaan ja mihin sitä kuluu 

 ▪ milloin palataan takaisin 

 ▪ mitä pitää muistaa / mitä ei saa unohtaa 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

APPENDIX 2: The proficiency level descriptors for spoken language aspects. 

 

Puhumisen ops-asteikko: Teemat, tekstit ja tarkoitukset 
 
1 A1.1 Kielitaidon 

alkeiden hallinta 

*Osaa vastata häntä koskeviin yksinkertaisiin kysymyksiin lyhyin 

lausein. Vuorovaikutus on puhekumppanin varassa, ja puhuja 

turvautuu ehkä äidinkieleen tai eleisiin.  

2 A1.2 Kehittyvä 

alkeiskieli- 

taito 

 

*Osaa viestiä suppeasti joitakin välittömiä tarpeita ja kysyä ja vastata 

henkilökohtaisia perustietoja käsittelevissä vuoropuheluissa. Tarvitsee 

usein puhekumppanin apua.  

3 A1.3 Toimiva 

alkeiskielitaito  

*Osaa kertoa lyhyesti itsestään ja lähipiiristään. Selviytyy kaikkein 

yksinkertaisimmista vuoropuheluista ja palvelutilanteista. Tarvitsee 

joskus puhekumppanin apua.  

4 A2.1 Peruskielitaidon 

alkuvaihe 

* Osaa kuvata lähipiiriään muutamin lyhyin lausein. Selviytyy 

yksinkertaisista sosiaalisista kohtaamisista ja tavallisimmista 

palvelutilanteista. Osaa aloittaa ja lopettaa lyhyen vuoropuhelun, 

mutta kykenee harvoin ylläpitämään pitempää keskustelua.  

  

5 A2.2 Kehittyvä 

peruskielitaito 

* Osaa esittää pienen, luettelomaisen kuvauksen lähipiiristään ja sen 

jokapäiväisistä puolista. Pystyy osallistumaan rutiininomaisiin 

keskusteluihin omista tai itselleen tärkeistä asioista. Voi tarvita apua 

keskustelussa ja vältellä joitakin aihepiirejä.   

6 B1.1 Toimiva 

peruskieli-taito 

*Osaa kertoa tutuista asioista myös joitakin yksityiskohtia. Selviytyy 

kielialueella tavallisimmista arkitilanteista ja epävirallisista 

keskusteluista. Osaa viestiä itselleen tärkeistä asioista myös hieman 

vaativammissa tilanteissa. Pitkäkestoinen esitys tai käsitteelliset aiheet 

tuottavat ilmeisiä vaikeuksia.  

7 B1.2 Sujuva peruskieli-

taito 

*Osaa kertoa tavallisista, konkreeteista aiheista kuvaillen, eritellen ja 

vertaillen ja selostaa myös muita aiheita, kuten elokuvia, kirjoja tai 

musiikkia. Osaa viestiä varmasti useimmissa tavallisissa tilanteissa. 

Kielellinen ilmaisu ei ehkä ole kovin tarkkaa. 

8 B2.1 Itsenäisen 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

*Osaa esittää selkeitä, täsmällisiä kuvauksia monista kokemuspiiriinsä 

liittyvistä asioista, kertoa tuntemuksista sekä tuoda esiin tapahtumien 

ja kokemusten henkilökohtaisen merkityksen. Pystyy osallistumaan 

aktiivisesti useimpiin käytännöllisiin ja sosiaalisiin tilanteisiin sekä 

melko muodollisiin keskusteluihin. Pystyy säännölliseen 

vuorovaikutukseen syntyperäisten kanssa vaikuttamatta tahattomasti 

huvittavalta tai ärsyttävältä. Kielellinen ilmaisu ei aina ole täysin 

tyylikästä.  

9 B2.2 Toimiva 

itsenäinen 

kielitaito 

*Osaa pitää valmistellun esityksen monenlaisista yleisistäkin aiheista. 

Pystyy tehokkaaseen sosiaaliseen vuorovaikutukseen syntyperäisten 

kanssa. Osaa keskustella ja neuvotella monista asioista, esittää ja 

kommentoida vaativia ajatuskulkuja ja kytkeä sanottavansa toisten 

puheenvuoroihin. Osaa ilmaista itseään varmasti, selkeästi ja 

kohteliaasti tilanteen vaatimalla tavalla. Esitys voi olla kaavamaista, 

ja puhuja turvautuu toisinaan kiertoilmauksiin. 

 

10 C1.1 Taitavan 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

*Osaa pitää pitkähkön, valmistellun muodollisenkin esityksen. Pystyy 

ottamaan aktiivisesti osaa monimutkaisiin käsitteellisiä ja 

yksityiskohtia sisältäviin tilanteisiin ja johtaa rutiiniluonteisia 

kokouksia ja pienryhmiä. Osaa käyttää kieltä monenlaiseen 

sosiaaliseen vuorovaikutukseen. Tyylilajien ja kielimuotojen vaihtelu 

tuottaa vaikeuksia. 

 



 

 

Puhumisen ops-asteikko: Sujuvuus 
 
1 A1.1 Kielitaidon 

alkeiden hallinta 

* Puheessa voi olla paljon pitkiä taukoja, toistoja ja 

katkoksia.  

 
2 A1.2 Kehittyvä 

alkeiskieli- 

taito 

 

*Puheessa on taukoja ja muita katkoksia.  

 

3 A1.3 Toimiva 

alkeiskielitaito  

* Kaikkein tutuimmat jaksot sujuvat, muualla tauot ja 

katkokset ovat hyvin ilmeisiä. 

 
4 A2.1 Peruskieli-taidon 

alkuvaihe 

*Tuottaa sujuvasti joitakin tuttuja jaksoja, mutta puheessa on 

paljon hyvin ilmeisiä taukoja ja vääriä aloituksia. 

 
5 A2.2 Kehittyvä 

peruskielitaito 

*Puhe on välillä sujuvaa, mutta erilaiset katkokset ovat hyvin 

ilmeisiä.  

 
6 B1.1 Toimiva 

peruskielitaito 

*Pitää yllä ymmärrettävää puhetta, vaikka pitemmissä 

puhejaksoissa esiintyy taukoja ja epäröintiä.  

 
7 B1.2 Sujuva peruskieli-

taito 

*Osaa ilmaista itseään suhteellisen vaivattomasti. Vaikka 

taukoja ja katkoksia esiintyy, puhe jatkuu ja viesti välittyy.  

 
8 B2.1 Itsenäisen 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

*Pystyy tuottamaan puhejaksoja melko tasaiseen tahtiin, ja 

puheessa on vain harvoin pitempiä taukoja.   

 
9 B2.2 Toimiva itsenäinen 

kielitaito 

*Osaa viestiä spontaanisti, usein hyvinkin sujuvasti ja 

vaivattomasti satunnaisista epäröinneistä huolimatta. 

 
10 C1.1 Taitavan 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

*Osaa viestiä sujuvasti, spontaanisti ja lähes vaivattomasti.    

 

 



 

 

Puhumisen ops-asteikko: Laajuus 
 
1 A1.1 Kielitaidon 

alkeiden hallinta 

* Osaa hyvin suppean perussanaston ja joitakin opeteltuja 

vakioilmaisuja. 

 
2 A1.2 Kehittyvä 

alkeiskieli- 

taito 

* Osaa hyvin suppean perussanaston, joitakin 

tilannesidonnaisia ilmaisuja ja peruskieliopin aineksia. 

 
3 A1.3 Toimiva 

alkeiskielitaito  

*Osaa rajallisen joukon lyhyitä, ulkoa opeteltuja ilmauksia, 

keskeisintä sanastoa ja perustason lauserakenteita. 

 
4 A2.1 Peruskieli-taidon 

alkuvaihe 

*Osaa helposti ennakoitavan perussanaston ja monia 

keskeisimpiä rakenteita (kuten menneen ajan muotoja ja 

konjunktioita).    

 
5 A2.2 Kehittyvä 

peruskielitaito 

*Osaa kohtalaisen hyvin tavallisen, jokapäiväisen sanaston ja 

jonkin verran idiomaattisia ilmaisuja. Osaa useita 

yksinkertaisia ja myös joitakin vaativampia rakenteita.  

 
6 B1.1 Toimiva 

peruskieli-taito 

*Osaa käyttää melko laajaa jokapäiväistä sanastoa ja joitakin 

yleisiä fraaseja ja idiomeja. Käyttää useita erilaisia rakenteita.  

 
7 B1.2 Sujuva peruskieli-

taito 

*Osaa käyttää kohtalaisen laajaa sanastoa ja tavallisia 

idiomeja. Käyttää myös monenlaisia rakenteita ja 

mutkikkaitakin lauseita.  

 
8 B2.1 Itsenäisen 

kielitaidon perustaso 
*Osaa käyttää monipuolisesti kielen rakenteita ja laajahkoa 

sanastoa mukaan lukien idiomaattinen ja käsitteellinen 

sanasto. Osoittaa kasvavaa taitoa reagoida sopivasti tilanteen 

asettamiin muotovaatimuksiin. 

 
9 B2.2 Toimiva itsenäinen 

kielitaito 

*Hallitsee laajasti kielelliset keinot ilmaista konkreetteja ja 

käsitteellisiä, tuttuja ja tuntemattomia aiheita varmasti, 

selkeästi ja tilanteen vaatimaa muodollisuusastetta 

noudattaen. Kielelliset syyt rajoittavat ilmaisua erittäin 

harvoin. 

 
10 C1.1 Taitavan 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

*Sanasto ja rakenteisto ovat hyvin laajat ja rajoittavat 

ilmaisua erittäin harvoin. Osaa ilmaista itseään varmasti, 

selkeästi ja kohteliaasti tilanteen vaatimalla tavalla. 

 

 



 

 

Puhumisen ops-asteikko: Ääntäminen 
 

 
1 A1.1 Kielitaidon 

alkeiden hallinta 

* Ääntäminen voi aiheuttaa suuria ymmärtämisongelmia.  

 
2 A1.2 Kehittyvä 

alkeiskieli- 

taito 

 

*Ääntäminen voi aiheuttaa usein ymmärtämisongelmia. 

 

3 A1.3 Toimiva 

alkeiskielitaito  

 

*Ääntäminen voi joskus tuottaa ymmärtämisongelmia. 

 

4 A2.1 Peruskieli-taidon 

alkuvaihe 

* Ääntäminen on ymmärrettävää, vaikka vieras korostus on 

hyvin ilmeistä ja ääntämisvirheistä voi koitua satunnaisia 

ymmärtämisongelmia. 

  
5 A2.2 Kehittyvä 

peruskielitaito 

*Ääntäminen on ymmärrettävää, vaikka vieras korostus on 

ilmeistä ja ääntämisvirheitä esiintyy.  

 
6 B1.1 Toimiva 

peruskieli-taito 

*Ääntäminen on selvästi ymmärrettävää, vaikka vieras 

korostus on joskus ilmeistä ja ääntämisvirheitä esiintyy 

jonkin verran. 

 
7 B1.2 Sujuva peruskieli-

taito 

*Ääntäminen on hyvin ymmärrettävää, vaikka intonaatio ja 

painotus eivät ole aivan kohdekielen mukaisia. 

 
8 B2.1 Itsenäisen 

kielitaidon perustaso 
*Ääntäminen ja intonaatio ovat selkeitä ja luontevia.   

 
9 B2.2 Toimiva itsenäinen 

kielitaito 

*Ääntäminen ja intonaatio ovat hyvin selkeitä ja luontevia.   

 
10 C1.1 Taitavan 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

*Osaa vaihdella intonaatiota ja sijoittaa lausepainot oikein 

ilmaistakseen kaikkein hienoimpiakin merkitysvivahteita.  

 

 



 

 

Puhumisen ops-asteikko: Oikeakielisyys 
 

1 A1.1 Kielitaidon 

alkeiden hallinta 

* Puhuja ei kykene vapaaseen tuotokseen, mutta hänen 

hallitsemansa harvat kaavamaiset ilmaisut voivat olla 

melko virheettömiä. 

2 A1.2 Kehittyvä 

alkeiskieli- 

taito 

* Alkeellisessakin vapaassa puheessa esiintyy hyvin 

paljon kaikenlaisia virheitä. 

3 A1.3 Toimiva 

alkeiskielitaito  

* Alkeellisessakin puheessa esiintyy paljon 

peruskielioppivirheitä.  

 

4 A2.1 Peruskieli-taidon 

alkuvaihe 

* Hallitsee kaikkein yksinkertaisimman kieliopin 

alkeellisessa vapaassa puheessa, mutta virheitä esiintyy 

yhä paljon perusrakenteissakin.   

 

5 A2.2 Kehittyvä 

peruskielitaito 

* Laajemmassa vapaassa puheessa esiintyy paljon 

virheitä perusasioissa (esim. verbien aikamuodoissa) ja 

ne voivat joskus haitata ymmärrettävyyttä. 

 

6 B1.1 Toimiva 

peruskieli-taito 

* Laajemmassa vapaassa puheessa kielioppivirheet ovat 

tavallisia (esim. artikkeleita ja päätteitä puuttuu), mutta 

ne haittaavat harvoin ymmärrettävyyttä 

7 B1.2 Sujuva 

peruskieli-taito 

  

* Kielioppivirheitä esiintyy jonkin verran, mutta ne 

haittaavat harvoin laajempaakaan viestintää. 

8 B2.1 Itsenäisen 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

* Kieliopin hallinta on melko hyvää, eivätkä satunnaiset 

virheet yleensä haittaa ymmärrettävyyttä. 

9 B2.2 Toimiva 

itsenäinen 

kielitaito 

* Kieliopin hallinta on hyvää. Usein puhuja korjaa 

virheensä itse,  eivätkä virheet haittaa ymmärrettävyyttä. 

 

10 C1.1 Taitavan 

kielitaidon 

perustaso 

*Kieliopin hallinta on hyvää. Satunnaiset virheet eivät 

hankaloita ymmärtämistä, ja puhuja osaa korjata ne itse. 

 



 

 

HY-Talk: Vuorovaikutustaidot 
 
A1 Pystyy kysymään ja vastaamaan yksinkertaisiin henkilökohtaisiin kysymyksiin. 

Osaa viestiä yksinkertaisella tavalla, mutta kommunikaatio on täysin viestin 

toiston, uudelleenmuotoilun ja korjausten varassa. 

 

A2 Pystyy vastaamaan kysymyksiin ja reagoimaan yksinkertaisiin lausumiin. Osaa 

osoittaa, milloin ymmärtää, mutta ymmärtää harvoin niin paljon, että pystyy 

ylläpitämään keskustelua. Pystyy pyytämään huomiota. Pystyy käyttämään 

yksinkertaisia keskustelun aloittamiseen, ylläpitämiseen ja lopettamiseen 

liittyviä tekniikoita. Osaa pyytää toistoa, jos ei ymmärtänyt. 

 

B1 Pystyy aloittamaan, ylläpitämään ja lopettamaan yksinkertaisen, pitkähkön 

kasvokkain käytävän keskustelun aiheista, jotka ovat tuttuja tai 

henkilökohtaisesti kiinnostavia. Pystyy toistamaan osittain sen, mitä joku toinen 

on sanonut vahvistaakseen, että asia on ymmärretty. Pystyy pyytämään 

tarkennusta. 

 

B2 Pystyy aloittamaan keskustelun, ottamaan puheenvuoron asianmukaisesti sekä 

lopettamaan keskustelun tarvittaessa, vaikkakaan ei aina tyylikkäästi. Osaa 

ylläpitää keskustelua tutusta aiheesta. Osaa osoittaa ymmärtävänsä kuulemaansa 

ja osaa kehottaa muita osallistumaan keskusteluun. Pystyy käyttämään 

perusfraaseja pitääkseen itsellään puheenvuoron. 

 

C1 Hallitsee laajan viestintärepertoaarin niin, että pystyy sopivaa ilmaisua 

käyttämällä kytkemään omat puheenvuoronsa taitavasti muiden 

puheenvuoroihin halutessaan ottaa puheenvuoron tai pitää sen. 

 

C2 Pystyy viestimään helposti ja taitavasti käyttäen vaivattomasti ei-sanallisia ja 

intonaatioon perustuvia vihjeitä. Pystyy sovittamaan oman panoksensa yhteiseen 

keskusteluun ja ottamaan täysin luontevasti puheenvuoroja. 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 3: Discourses on test tasks – examples 1 to 11 in Finnish. 

 

 
(1) 

E: […] ei-eihän täst tuu ilmi näitä et ei voi mennä jonku yläpuolelle ku ei täs tässä tota tuu tällaset 

niinku monimutkaisia rakenteita ja ja niinku laajasti puhuu  se ei näy näissä 

 

(2) 

E: mut tässäkin ku esim sanoo että et tota pitkäkestoinen esitys ni ei nää oo viel pitkäkestoisia esityksiä 

ja tota  

C: ja se on kuitenkin rajattu näis et mitä niiden pitää sanoo ni ei ne sitten [luonnostaankaan] 

 

(3) 

A: [mulle oli vähän epäselvää siis ni mua vaan häiritsee] näissä asteikoissa se että täs puhutaan niinku 

laajasta puheesta ja ja ku nää ei tuota niin paljon sitä puhetta et siitä pystyis oikeesti sitten laittamaan 

niin korkeeks 

 

(4) 

D: mä annoin sille koko ajan pelkkää C ykköstä 

C: no niin mut sit täs jossain kohdissa mä sitten niinku tota mietin että se laajuus on kuitenkin aina se et 

miten se nyt 

A: mun mielestä nää tehtävät ei anna [(niin paljoa) mahdollisuutta] 

E: [niin niin ne ei anna sitä mahdollisuutta] 

 

(5) 

B: ja se puhu vähän enemmän et se oli vähän ne roolit epätasaset että et se toinen vaan teki 

kysymyslauseita ja sitku se välillä ku se mokas sen kysymyslauseen ni sit se ei niinku niinku  

 

(6) 

B: must meni taas se yks se eiku niin tässä meni se majottuminen meni jotenki vähän heikommin 

C: vaikee sellanen muistaa jotenki en tiä  

D: ja se ei ollu kauheen semmonen jotenki ystävällinen isäntä se <NAME> 

B: nii ja se oli just et heti ku toi tota toi <NAME> ni sil oli niinku pienempi rooli siinä ni sit se niinku 

heti veti jotenki alaspäin sitä koko keskustelun tasoa että ku se vaan kysy ja sit toi toinen yritti 

vastata niinku ei se sit oikeen ei ees oikeen sanonu kaikkee mitä tos olis tos tehtävänannos ollu ja mä 

en niinku siit mun mielest se oli vähän heikompi 

 

(7) 

C: ja aluks mä annoin tolle <NAME> siis tosi niinku tai silleen esittelyvideosta niin se oli kuitenkin 

semmonen tosi (xx) niinku se oli jotenki B kakskakkosta laitoin monista mut sitten niinku loppua 

kohden huomas että just varsinki toi viimeinen tehtävä se on tosi paljon semmosta et se toinen vaan 

koko ajan pitää kysyä ja kysymyssanoja kysymyslauseita jos ei sitä osaa ni se heti on et aijaa et ei se 

taaskaan sitä kysymystä muodostanu et toinen vaan selittää ja toinen aina kysyy uuden kysymyksen 

ja et se on niinku siin saa sanottua [(xx pois)] 

 

(8) 

B: mun mielest se et nää oli oikeesti näin hyvin suo- just nimenomaan oikein suoriutu näist tehtävistä ja 

silti se elokuvakeskustelu oli vähän töksähtelevää ni must se kertoo et se on oikeesti vähän huono se 

tehtävänanto et siinä on ensinnäkin liikaa taas sit jos jotenki ene- tarkemmin olla se mitä niitten pitää 

sanoa kuvaile tunnetilaasi elokuvan jälkeen 

C: nii (siinäki) voi varmaa muuten sanoa (xx) erilaisii 

B: et silleen jos niinku haluttais et ne rupee oikeest keskustelee jostain ohjaajasta ja puvustuksesta mist 

nyt sit sais tosi vaikeet sanastoo ni se pitäs jotenki niinku laittaa tähän et voitteko keskustella 

esimerkiksi koska sit ne jää siihen vaa et no se oli niin hyvä no miks se oli hyvä no mä nyt vaan 

tykkäsin siitä 



 

 

D: sit ni seki vast tulee sit vast kakkosella ne enempi just miten tällast voi kuvailla esimerkiks just 

elokuvaa ja sen sanasto ja kaikkihan tulee [vasta vasta sitten ne jotka nyt osaa ni sen sitten] 

C: [niin niinpä nii on ja tää oli] ja tämähän on ekan kurssin jälkeen [ja nää uudet (se on tavallaan xx)] 

B: [nii mulki oli just niinku] mul on justiinsa ysiluokkalaisten viimeinen kurssi meneillään ni siis sehän 

on just nimenomaan elokuva-aihe kyl ne niinku vois osata  

D: just  

B: et ei se mä uskon et ne ei vaan tost ohjeesta niinku tajuu 

 

(9) 

D: nii mut sit taas jos ajattelee että minkä verran voi katsoa et nää harjotukset kuvastaa sitä mitä näis 

papereis lukee et se on toinen hyvä kysymys että onks näiden tehtävien puitteissa mahdollisuus 

toteuttaa näitä tämmösia juttuja mitä näis lukee  

B: niin mut kyl mä ainakin mietin ihan et voi niinku et vois tänki tehä tasolla C yks piste yks siis kyl mä 

[ymmärsin et tarkoitus on olla näin] eli siis vaikka ne ei nyt tossa teekkään mitään pitkää esitelmää 

missään välis no onhan se ensimmäinen aika pitkä itse asias 

E: [vois vois joo kyllä] 

 

(10) 

D: mut täälhä on kyl ollu joitain niitä esmes jotka on saanu noista elokuvajutuista ne jotku pojat on 

saanu aika sellast niinku monipuolista keskusteluu aikasiks eiks ookki jotku sillo viimeks oli 

semmoset reippaat pojat jotka käytti ihan uudenlaisia kaikkia  

B: nii nii et on se on se niinku mahollista mutta harvinaista 

D: nii  

 

(11) 

E: mut ehkä nää ohjeetkaan ei niin kauheesti niinku anna odottaa sitä et siin pitäs sit itse keksiä paljon 

lisää ja kaiken sen mitä keksii ni vois sanoo 



 

 

APPENDIX 4: Discourses on spoken language aspects – examples 12 to 26 in Finnish. 

 

 
(12) 

D: joo ja ne ei musta jotenki ehkä tottu tilanteeseen tai ymmärs mist on kyse ne must se sujuvuuskin 

lisäänty siinä loppua kohti et tää viimenen oli ihan semmonen niinku jotenki semmonen  se 

vuorovaikutus että must niinku arvosanat nous kyllä siinä sitten mulla ainakin 

B: niinku siis mul kävi nimenomaan niin et <NAME ID 1016>n arvosanat laski niinku tuolta 

oikeellisuuden ja laajuuden kohdalta mut sen sijaan sujuvuudessa ni mulla ne nous et ne rupes puhuu 

sujuvammin mut sen sijaan tekeen enemmän virheitä 

D: joo 

E: joo 

 

(13) 

B: se oli ainaki sujuvaa 

A: se oli aika vaikee arvioida mun mielestä etenki toi <NAME ID 1017> ku se oli hirveen sujuva mut se 

teki paljon kielioppivirheitä ni miten sen niinku 

B: mut mun mielestä tos oli just se et mitä niinku opetuksessa just aina sanotaan et hei ku te puhutte ni 

et tää on se pääasia ni kyllähän tosta nyt mun mielest ymmärs sen että tota oli niinku miellyttävä 

kattoa ja ne sai kuitenki kaiken asian selville ja selkeesti ni molemmat kuitenki ymmärs toisiaan et 

oikeesti niinku toi oli silleen kiva huomata että ku välil aina tuntuu et ei ne sit pysty olee sujuvia jos 

ne on niinku 

C: miettii virheellisiä 

B: siin oli hyvä esimerkki sellasesta mut kieltämät toi niinku varsinki toi sit ku oli aika iso ero just et 

sujuvuus oli tosi korkeella ja sit se oikeellisuus tosi matalalla ni sit se pitää laittaa johonki keskiväliin 

se 

D: kokonaisarvio 

B: nii 

C: mullakin niinku sit sujuvuuden ja ehkä ääntämisenki puolella ni meni aikalailla tasan et ehkä se 

<NAME ID 1018> sillä on aika hyvä ääntämys mut se että et muuten aika tasasesti mutta sit tosiaan 

se oikeellisuus vetää sen sinne ja samoin se laajuus ehkä [vaikee xx] 

 

(14) 

B: mihin te saitte sen kak piste kakkosen sitten [ku mä en saanu yhtään] 

E: [mul ei oo kans oo kaks-] 

C: [mä laitoin <NAME ID 1014>n sujuvuudeks ku se oli kuitenkin koko ajan puhu ja puhu ja puhu] 

D: [kyl mäki laitoin] 

B: (mä en tiiä) mua se öö öö ärsytti niin hirveesti että 

C: mä en tiiä must se niinku [oli (xx)] 

E: [ja mun mielestä] hän vaikutti enemmän suomalaiselta ku tää <NAME ID 1013> 

B: nii munki mielest periaatteessa 

E: siis et se niinku selkeemmin näytti että hän on suoma- mut tietysti ku toinen puhu vähemmän mut 

että se oli selkeesti suomalaisempi [siinä puheessa] 

C: [mä oon kans kaks piste ykkösen] 

B: mikäs täs sujuvuudes nyt siis sanotaan et kaks piste kakkonen <READING>  osaa viestiä 

spontaanisti usein hyvinkin sujuvasti ja vaivattomasti (xx) </READING> 

C: (xx) sujuvasti viesti mut sit et totta kai virheetöntä se puhe ei ollu mutta ei se sillä lailla hirveesti nyt 

[epäröinytkään sitä et se vaan puhu] ja puhu ja puhu 

D: [ei se nii nii nii] 

A: mun mielest se oli aivan hirveen nopee [(xx) et se oli niinku] sujuva siinä mielessä 

D: [nii mustaki must se oli tosi sujuva kyl] 

B: et sekin on sujuvuutta se et ne alottaa 

C: nii ja puhuu silleen et ei tuu kat- taukoja et mietin täs minuutin ennenku sanon (xx) 

B: ei mut pystyy tuottamaan puhejaksoja melko tasaiseen tahtiin ni mun mielestä se on ehkä lähempänä 

ku (xx) satunnaisia epäröintejä ku mun mielest ne oli aika jatkuvaa se epäröinti kuitenki mut toi just 



 

 

niinku et onks se sujuvaa jos jos niinku jos sen öön kanssa kuitenki ku öö ei kuitenkaan nyt oo mun 

käsittääkseni englanninkielinen epäröinti vai tai niinku esimerkiks ku me täs puhutaan ni meist 

kukaan ei sano koko ajan öö öö öö 

D: nii 

B: tavallises sujuvas puheessa 

A: mä oikeestaan muista kuulleeni mitään öötä mut kai siel tuli sitte öötä 

B: siis mä joka kerta kirjoitin tänne paperiin öö öö 

D: ihan oikeesti mä en kiinnitä [(xx)] 

C: [en mäkään ei se] <NAME ID 1013> <NAME ID 1013> ehkä vähän enemmän siis epäröi ehkä tai 

sil oli ehkä vähän pidempiä taukoja tai jos mä nyt oikein tai ku taas se ääni (koje) siis lujempaa 

E: mut näis mun mielest näist kumpikaan ei puhunu kauheen pitkiä jaksoja mitä mä ymmärrän pitkällä 

jaksolla joka on tääl niinku sit vaan kuitenki täällä yks piste yks kohdassa 

 

(15) 

B: mitä te tost oikeakielisyydestä oliks teidän mielestä virheet satunnaisia vai että niitä esiintyi jonkin 

verran koska mun mielestä ne kyllä teki selkeästi virheitä (vähän väliä) mut oliks se satunnaista se 

oli selvää ettei ne haitannu ymmärrettävyyttä ne virheet millään tavalla mut että oliks ne satunnaisia 

vai jonkin verran ni mun mielest ero on aika pieni 

C: no mä oon laittanu tähän molempia mutta siis mä kans sitä mietin kovasti tai siis olin epävarma siinä 

että että useimmiten mun mielestä ne on kuitenkin satunnaisia tai no ainakin prepositionvirheitä ne 

teki aika paljon kaikkia 

B:  siis mitä (xx) sil <NAME ID 1014>llakin tuli kerran <FOREIGN> she live </FOREIGN> 

C: joo sitä mä ajattelin joo 

E: mut nää on kovin lähellä nää nää niinku nää kategoriat toisiaan 

B: välil oli niinku lauserakenteet huonoja mä annoin siis ainakin noist varmaan oikeellisuudesta B yks 

piste kakkosta enimmäkseen 

 

(16) 

C: nii et ei oikeen saanu paljoo sanottua kuitenki varmaan mä taas niinku taas sen ääntäminen ja 

semmonen oikeellisuus kyllähän se sano niinku ei se hirveesti mitään virheitä siinä nyt tietenki 

[artikkelit puuttu ja tälleen se vois mm se niinku nii niinpä] 

 

(17) 

B: (tiiättekö) mä niinku tiputan aika helposti siin vaiheessa jos sielt tulee tämmösii ihan perus tiiätkö ku 

täs on nyt ne kysymyslauseet ni siis tai ne alussa ne tais viel sanoo et ku <FOREIGN> what 

languages do you speak </FOREIGN> ku se oli ainut <FOREIGN> do </FOREIGN> apuverbi joka 

niinku koko aikana tuli ni kyl se nyt mun mielestä on jo sit sellanen virhe et ei se niinku ihan enää 

mä en tiiä mitä tääl sanotaan siitä oikeekielisyydest siin yks piste ykköses et et niinku esim 

artikkeleita ja päätteitä puuttuu sen takii mä tiputan sen melkein heti tonne kaks piste kakkoseen et se 

on mun mielest niinku perusasia sit jo et se on vähän miten sen sit haluu ottaa että 

  

(18) 

C: no niin mut sit täs jossain kohdissa mä sitten niinku tota mietin että se laajuus on kuitenkin aina se et 

miten se nyt 

 

(19) 

B: nii ja sit tietenki se sekään ei oo mikään kielioppivirhe sit jos sanoo jotenki sen lauseen niinku ihan 

miten sattuu mä en tiiä mihin se sit menee täs mihin kategoriaan et jos niinku et onks se sit sitä 

laajuutta just et ei niinku kykene tekee sitä lausetta niinku muodostaa sitä lausetta ollenkaan 

 

(20) 

A: miten nää rakenteet liittyy yleensä laajuuteen 

 

 

 

 



 

 

(21) 

B: joo siis mä olin mun mielest niinku just nimenomaan mitä puhuttiin tost laajuudesta ni mun mielest 

se sanasto oli aika se oli niinku ihanaa ne oikeest käyttää uusii sanoja sellasii mitä niinku muut ei oo 

näis aikasemmis sanonu 

 

(22) 

B: [sil oli] ihana toi kerranki tos laajuudessa ni pysty oikeesti ku yleensä se on se ensimmäinen mis 

tökkää kaikki ni nyt se tuli oikeesti sellasii sanoja mitä niinku ei oo kertaakaan viel kuullu ja kuinka 

monta parii me ollaan kuitenki jo katottu 

D: [ja rankenteitakin oli semmosii niinku monipuolista] 

 

(23) 

C: laajuudenkin mä laitoin siis vähän pienemmälle koska se ei se on kuitenkin perussanoilla ne jotenki 

pyörittää sitä vaik se onki niinku virheetöntä tekstiä tai (xx) 

 

(24) 

C: ja laajuudesta ni mä laitoin tänne B yks piste ykköstä et mä en oikeen tiedä ni kuitenkaan ehkä se on 

se on kans tosi hankala jotenki tietää sitte et mikä se on se sanas- sanavarasto että  ja sit rakenteet eri 

rakenteet 

 

(25) 

C: ja laajuudesta ni mä laitoin tänne B yks piste ykköstä et mä en oikeen tiedä ni kuitenkaan ehkä se on 

se on kans tosi hankala jotenki tietää sitte et mikä se on se sanas- sanavarasto että  ja sit rakenteet eri 

rakenteet 

D: ja sit ne oli kauheen lyhyt täähän oli kokonaisuudessaan vaan vartin juttu ja niil on viel yks tehtävä 

että ne niinku todella sano vaan sen välttämättömän eikä yhtään ylimääräistä 

C: nii 

B: ja kyl se vaikuttaa vähän siihen rakenteiden monipuolisuuteen ku se puhu just silleen <MAKES 

NOISE> ni ei siin paljoo sivulauseita niinku tehä tollasel tyylillä 

D: et se ei niinku pahemmin niinku mieti mitä sanois seuraavaks vaan se vaan niinku <MAKES 

NOISE> 

 

(26) 

B: [mut kuin paljon te annatte sen vaikuttaa] tohon laajuuteen ku tuol laajuudes kuitenki puhutaan noist 

paljon noist rakenteista 

C: mm no siis kyllä se mulla näkyy näköjään täs kuitenkin jollain jossain määrin mut ei mitenkään niin 

paljon mitä 

D: et mä aattelin sen jotenki niinku siinä sisältönä et miten paljon ne saa irti siitä siis jotenki se niinkö et 

et jotenki aika niinku semmosta yksinkertasta juttuuhan ne siinä tuotti kumminki koko ajan mutta 

sujuvasti kylläkin vai 

B: jossain vaiheessa ku lukee tuolta noit ku siin on noita [(xx)] 

C: mä yleensä vaihtelen sen niinku sillai et minkälaista sanastoo ne käyttää et [(xx)] oikeellisuus ja 

kielioppipuoli mut silti ne vähän niinku 

B: [niin mäki oon miettinyt sanastoo] 

D: nii et mut mikä on just se ero että et kuinka paljon sisältöä saa siihen [nii nii] 

B: [se on vähän sama asia] vähän eri näkökulma vaan mut mä oon mont kertaa täs miettinyt just noita 

ku tuol on että  <READING> käyttää myös monenlaisia rakenteita ja mutkikkaitakin lause- 

</READING> mut tässä oikeestaan kaikista eniten se no joo voi olla et se yrittää mut et se menee 

kyl pieleen et käyttääks se monenlaisia rakenteita jos se käyttää niitä väärin 

A: miten nää rakenteet liittyy yleensä laajuuteen 

B: noku se on sitä just et on pelkkiä päälauseita esimerkiks ni onhan se aika heikkoa sit nimeomaan 

laajuuden kannalta 

D: et ei pysty sanomaan niin monimutkaisia asiayhteyksiä [ja syy ja seuraussuhteita] 

B: [nii just se nii] ja sit ihan niinku joku periaattees mikä on ihan ihan kielioppii ni vaikka verbien 

aikamuotojen hallinta ni kyllähän se vaikuttaa siihen laajuuteen aika paljon jos et sä pysty niinku 

käyttämään jotain rakenteita ollenkaan 



 

 

??: puhuu aina vaan preesensissä 

B: se menee aika suppeeks sitten 

D: okei 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 5: Discourses on assessment process – examples 27 to 46 in Finnish. 

 

 
(27) 

A: (mullakin oli siinä) B ykkönen ja B kakkonen ainaki niinku B kakkosta mulla muuten on mut tos 

viimeses kohdas ehkä se <NAME> ei puhunu ehkä niin tai emmä tiiä vaikutti ehkä vähän tai siis 

hyvä 

D: täs tulee väistämättä verrattua siihen viimekertaseen tai niihin aikasempiin et mitä niille on antanu 

miettii ja sit suhteuttaa siihen että [nii nii] 

B: [ja niin sen pitäskin periaattees tulla] 

D: nii ainakin mulla oli se että jos mä annoin niille siitä et tän verran niin mitä mä voin nyt näille antaa 

B: nii et ei voi antaa samaa koska nää on kuitenki näin paljon parempia 

D: nii nimenomaan just sitä niinku 

 

(28) 

D: <NAME ID 1015> ja <NAME ID 1016> 

C: no ne oli ainakin heikompia näihin edellisiin verrattuna mut jotenki se on jännä tai ainakin mulla 

niinku hirveen usein tulee just samat arvosanat annettua molemmille siis vaikka niillä varmaan on 

eroa mut se vaan jotenki aina niinku ylipäätään aina ku laittaa pisteitä ni se voi olla et jos toiselle 

laittaa heikomman ni toisenkin jotenki tiputtaa alemmas vaikka se ei pakosti oiskaan sitä mutta 

B: mä annoin kyl <NAME ID 1016>lle vähän parempaa 

E: mä annoin [kanssa] 

 

(29) 

B: mul käy hirveen usein silleen että siinä ekas tehtävässä ni tavallaan niinku tulee tasasempaa silleen 

tavallaan jonku niin-niinku arvioi jotenki tasasemmaks mut sit ne alkaa erottuu vast myöhemmin 

käyks teil muillakin silleen 

D: käy 

B: ja mul voi jopa vaihtuu se et kumpi on niinku parempi niin mul kävi just tässä nytte 

C: toisaalta jossain tehtävässä menee niin toinen menee huomattavasti huonommin ni toisellekin laittaa 

vähän huonomman tai jotenki mulla ne jotenki tai ehkä se usein onkin niin että joku tekee sitä 

yhtenäistä dialogia niin se ei yhten- siis kokonaisuudessaan oo semmonen niin hyvä et sitten ne 

molemmat jotenki tippuu vähän alemmas mutta kuitenki siin on semmonen seuraa toisiaan jotenki 

 

(30) 

E: no mä annan aina alakanttiin kaikessa [arvostelussa B yksykköstä yks ykskakkosta] 

B: [no siis mäkin oon antanu alakanttiin] mut mä just aluks huomasin sen et just sen että mä oon antanut 

niille seiskaluokkalaisille ihan liikaa koska niinku ei se niiden sanasto ollu laajaa 

 

(31) 

C: mullakin on B kakskakkosta tai B kaksykköstä siinä (xx) niinku suunnilleen 

E: no mä annan aina alakanttiin kaikessa [arvostelussa B yksykköstä yks ykskakkosta] 

B: [no siis mäkin oon antanu alakanttiin] mut mä just aluks huomasin sen et just sen että mä oon antanut 

niille seiskaluokkalaisille ihan liikaa koska niinku ei se niiden sanasto ollu laajaa 

 

(32) 

A: must tää oli harvinaisen selvä niinku et on B yks yks  melkeen kaikkiin laitoin  

D: nii 

C: aijaa [mulla on B kaks kaks] ykköstä kyllä täällä <NAME ID 1025>lle mä en tiiä mä muutenki must 

tuntuu et mä oon antanut kaikille vähän liian tai siis jotenki parempia 

B: [mä laitoin <NAME ID 1025>lle B yks kaks] no siis me ollaan annettu vähän parempia mä luulen 

kyllä koska mul on sama juttu et 

 

 

 



 

 

(33) 

C: nii mul on jopa B kaks ykköstä ja oikeellisuudesta mulle tuli B kaks kakkonen mä en tiiä onks se nyt 

liikaa jo mut mun mielestä niinku siis eihän niinku mut eihän niin laajaa ollu mut must ei siinä nyt 

virheitä nyt mitenkään mielettömästi semmosia pahoja 

B: nii mut (xx) mä löysin sielt <NAME ID 1029>lta kyl niit virheitä en mä silt <NAME ID 1030>ilta 

mä en tiiä miks mä annoin sille vaan B yks piste kakkosen sit mutta en mäkään kyl siltä löytäny 

kauheesti 

 

(34) 

A: mulla on kyllä B yksykköstä 

D: [ai yksykköstä annoitko onkohan mulla päässä vikaa nyt sit] 

C: [virheitä se siellä teki ja äänsi kuitenkin sitä] ääntäminenkin oli kuitenkin tai no (se niinku) se 

suomalainen (jotenkin xx) 

D: voi ei 

 

(35) 

B: mulla niinku käy sit silleen sit et jos mä niinku toiseen tehtävään laitan sille niinku sit huonomman 

esimerkiks ni mä laitan seuraavaan paremman et vähän niinku lottona et mä ku en mä nyt oikeen 

tiedä ni ettei nyt turhaan sit niinku tavallaan et välttelee tekemästä sitä arviointia ollenkaan 

 

(36) 

B: täältä niinku ku lukee tän ni se voi mennä siihen samaan mut sekin et eihän siis periaattees jos nää 

oikeesti olis B kaks piste kakkostasolla ni se olis aika kova taso lukion ekaluokkalaiselle 

D: se on mut nehän osa menee hirveen korkeelle [(xx) menee ihan mielettömiin] 

E: [menee joo] 

 

(37) 

B: siis joo täs on suuri ongelma se et sitä C:tä ei uskalla antaa 

??: aivan 

B: siis ku mä oisin ainaki joillekin antanu ihan niinku ehdottomasti C ykkösen mun mielest se niitten 

vuorovaikutustaito oli ihan niinku vuorovaikutustaito (xx) natiivin tasolla [ne ois tehnyt sen samal 

taval suomeks nii mut et silti mä en uskaltanu laittaa sitä et mä en tiiä oisko pitäny uskaltaa] 

 

(38) 

A: [mulle oli vähän epäselvää siis ni mua vaan häiritsee] näissä asteikoissa se että täs puhutaan niinku 

laajasta puheesta ja ja ku nää ei tuota niin paljon sitä puhetta et siitä pystyis oikeesti sitten laittamaan 

niin korkeeks 

 

(39) 

D: mm 

B: sitku nää ei osaa kehottaa muita osallistumaan keskusteluun eihän ykskään tee täs mitään tollasta toi 

on vaikee mä en oikeen tiiä mitä mä antaisin 

D: okei 

 

(40) 

C: niin et hirveen niinku jotenki tai mulle ainakin tosi vaikee näitä arvioida [heittää niin koko ajan] 

B: [niin on] noit sanallisia nyt osaa [(xx)] 

C: niin on siis jotenkin eiks kuitenkin ne ei niin laajaa laajaa pidä et jos se ne ei tee yhtään virhettä ja 

sanoo ees jonku hienon sanan niin sit heti jo ajattelee et sehän meni hienosti ja niinku antaa liikaa 

D: okei 

 

(41) 

A: laajuuteen mä laitoin B kakskakkosta lähinnä ja samoin tehtävän suorittamiseen koska mun mielestä 

ei yksinkertaisesti toi tehtävä ei riitä siihen  

B: joo mäkin niinku just se yleisarvosana niin mäkään en sitten siitä antanut Ctä  



 

 

A: ku ei ei tän perusteel ei pysty sanoo et pystyykö se <READING> ottamaan aktiivisesti osaa 

monimutkaisiin käsitteellisiä yksityiskohtia sisältäviin tilanteisiin ja (xxx) </READING> niin se on 

vähän vaikeeta sanoa ton perusteella 

 

(42) 

C: siis mä oon laittanu nyt kaikille näille lukiolaisille paitsi tääl on pari pari tämmöstä mul on B 

kakkosta niinku onks kaikille 

B: mä annoin näille B ykkösen  

E: mäki annoin näille 

B: mut sen jälkeen mä nostin sen B kakkoseen 

C: mul on vähän tällanen (xx) mä oon kait miettinyt (xx) jotenki mul on vaan jämähtänyt se että ne on 

niinku B kakkosta tääl @@ 

B: jotenki se tota mitä siit sanotaan 

C: [on niin jotenki kans hankalii erottaa sitten] on 

D: [tosi vaikee] mä vaan mietin et tääl oli ne hyvät ne <NAME> ja <NAME> viime viikolla jotka oli 

aivan siis niinkun jotenki siis mä oon antanut niille B kakkosta ja <NAME> ja <NAME> mä annoin 

myös nytten tänään 

B: siis joo täs on suuri ongelma se et sitä C:tä ei uskalla antaa 

??: aivan 

 

(43) 

C: mut vähän niinku mä siinä mietin että 

B: mut toi on hirveen vaikee toi vuorovaikutus ku siin ei oo niit välivaihtoehtoja ni jotenki , mun 

mielest tos on hirveen vähän eroo niinku tos B ykköses ja B kakkoses tos tekstissä että jos pystyy 

tohon B ykköseen ni kyl sit melkeen pystyy tohon B kakkoseenki 

D: mm 

B: sitku nää ei osaa kehottaa muita osallistumaan keskusteluun eihän ykskään tee täs mitään tollasta toi 

on vaikee mä en oikeen tiiä mitä mä antaisin 

D: okei 

 

(44) 

B: mitä te tost oikeakielisyydestä oliks teidän mielestä virheet satunnaisia vai että niitä esiintyi jonkin 

verran koska mun mielestä ne kyllä teki selkeästi virheitä (vähän väliä) mut oliks se satunnaista se 

oli selvää ettei ne haitannu ymmärrettävyyttä ne virheet millään tavalla mut että oliks ne satunnaisia 

vai jonkin verran ni mun mielest ero on aika pieni 

C: no mä oon laittanu tähän molempia mutta siis mä kans sitä mietin kovasti tai siis olin epävarma siinä 

että että useimmiten mun mielestä ne on kuitenkin satunnaisia tai no ainakin prepositionvirheitä ne 

teki aika paljon kaikkia 

B:  siis mitä (xx) sil <NAME ID 1014>llakin tuli kerran <FOREIGN> she live </FOREIGN> 

C: joo sitä mä ajattelin joo 

E: mut nää on kovin lähellä nää nää niinku nää kategoriat toisiaan 

 

(45) 

A: loppukommentit kaikist @@ 

C: no siis se on just hankala se skaala jotenki päässä sitten kuitenki sit niinku vähän vaihtelee se on 

niinku 

B: vaihtelee päästä toiseen 

??:  @@ 

B: ihan varmasti (xx) irokeesi 

C: ja tässäki on niin jotenki tosi paljon näitä ja sit ku joka tehtävä niinku erikseen et jotenki eiks se ois 

helpompi jotenki se niinku emmä tiiä siitä kokonaisuudesta antaa tai en mä tiedä tai kuulis monta 

kertaa niin ehkä pääsis varmaan ehkä vähän (xx) tuloksiin 

B: vaikee muuten (alku) 

D: on 

E: hirveen vaikee 

B: verrattuna monen muun niinku asian arviointiin ni on tää nyt kyl vähän hankalampaa   



 

 

D: mmm 

B: ton (xx) osas vaikutti just toi viel ku ei kuullu oikein kunnolla niitä ja 

C: joo mä nyt laitoin tonne johonki kysymysmerkkejä yhteen kohtaan että huono äänitys ku en mä 

saanu mitään selvää 

 

(46) 

D: ja just jos aattelee et miten eri mais tätä tehään ni mikä niinku et just et kuka sitä arvioi että (esmes) 

ymmärrettävyyttä tai tämmöstä että et ku on kuitenki tottunu suomes tietynnäköiseen et miten 

suomalaiset puhuu englantia ni sit joku toinen vois arvoida aivan toisin jostain toisesta maasta 

B: niin se pitäs olla melkeen olla natiivi sit kaikkiin et se niinku pitäs olla aina sitten semmonen joka 

pystyis sen ymmärrettävyyden arvioimaan [sitten oikeesti]  

D: [niin mut kuka sen pystyy]  

B: koska siihen aika paljon täs puututaan 

D: niin tai sitten niin tai sitten joku nii että mä en tiiä onks natiivi sit kuitenkaan tässä niinku  

A: sekin on hyvä kysymys 

D: sekin on hyvä kysymys et onks se sitten et jos kommunikaatiota ei tapahdu kuitenkaan natiivin 

kanssa osa ihmisistä ei ikinä puhu natiivin kanssa englantia et mikä sitte mikä on se 

ymmärrettävyyden määritelmä 

B: kai se on kuitenkin se no joo en tiiä nii et jos ranskalainen kuuntelis tätä samantasoisella kielitaidolla 

ku mitä niinku jollain noista on ni kai se sitten sit ymmärtäis vielä heikommin mä vaan aattelin 

lähinnä et se natiivi ois se sinänsä se et ku me ymmärretään näitä niinku ihan liianki hyvin ni sen 

takii niinku se natiivi siihen koska se niinku jos se sana menee väärin ni se vois helpommin arvioida 

sitä et onks se ymmärrettävä kuitenki tai joku kielioppiasia et ku silleen että no periaatteessa kuka 

tahansa muu ku suomenkielinen sen pitäs olla erikielinen 

D: niin ja mieluiten vielä just ois ihannetilanne et ois natiivi ja olis jotain muita tämmösii et olis niinku 

laaja laaja semmonen tiedättekö raati siellä 

B: ja mä uskon et siltikin ne skaalat menis ihan mist sattuu  

D: @@ 

B: ja sitte pitäs tehä jonkinnäköinen keskiarvo 

D: nii keskiarvo nimenomaan just että joo no siinä on hyvää ehdotusta meille meiltä 

B: kymmenhenkinen raati 



 

 

APPENDIX 6: Contradiction Discourse – examples 47 to 52 in Finnish. 

 

 
(47) 

B: mihin te saitte sen kak piste kakkosen sitten [ku mä en saanu yhtään] 

E: [mul ei oo kans oo kaks-] 

C: [mä laitoin <NAME ID 1014>n sujuvuudeks ku se oli kuitenkin koko ajan puhu ja puhu ja puhu] 

D: [kyl mäki laitoin] 

B: (mä en tiiä) mua se öö öö ärsytti niin hirveesti että 

C: mä en tiiä must se niinku [oli (xx)] 

E: [ja mun mielestä] hän vaikutti enemmän suomalaiselta ku tää <NAME ID 1013> 

B: nii munki mielest periaatteessa 

E: siis et se niinku selkeemmin näytti että hän on suoma- mut tietysti ku toinen puhu vähemmän mut 

että se oli selkeesti suomalaisempi [siinä puheessa] 

C: [mä oon kans kaks piste ykkösen] 

B: mikäs täs sujuvuudes nyt siis sanotaan et kaks piste kakkonen <READING>  osaa viestiä 

spontaanisti usein hyvinkin sujuvasti ja vaivattomasti (xx) </READING> 

C: (xx) sujuvasti viesti mut sit et totta kai virheetöntä se puhe ei ollu mutta ei se sillä lailla hirveesti nyt 

[epäröinytkään sitä et se vaan puhu] ja puhu ja puhu 

 

(48) 

B: ku oliks tota mihin te laitoitte sitten sitä B kaks piste kakkosta siis esimerkiks mä olin laittanu 

ääntämiseenki välillä ton yks piste kakkosen vaik kylhä se oli selkeet ja luontevaa mut ei se 

intonaatio ja painotus ollu ihan kohdekielen mukasta kuitenkaan 

E: se oli ajoittain se oli aika hyvä mutta sitten sielt tuli aina sellanen mikä oli niinku mun mielestä 

jotenki selkeesti suomalaista 

C: mul oli B kaks piste ykköstä aikalailla kuitenki 

B: mihin te saitte sen kak piste kakkosen sitten [ku mä en saanu yhtään] 

E: [mul ei oo kans oo kaks-] 

 

(49) 

B: ei mut pystyy tuottamaan puhejaksoja melko tasaiseen tahtiin ni mun mielestä se on ehkä lähempänä 

ku (xx) satunnaisia epäröintejä ku mun mielest ne oli aika jatkuvaa se epäröinti kuitenki mut toi just 

niinku et onks se sujuvaa jos jos niinku jos sen öön kanssa kuitenki ku öö ei kuitenkaan nyt oo mun 

käsittääkseni englanninkielinen epäröinti vai tai niinku esimerkiks ku me täs puhutaan ni meist 

kukaan ei sano koko ajan öö öö öö 

D: nii 

B: tavallises sujuvas puheessa 

 

(50) 

C: nii et ei oikeen saanu paljoo sanottua kuitenki varmaan mä taas niinku taas sen ääntäminen ja 

semmonen oikeellisuus kyllähän se sano niinku ei se hirveesti mitään virheitä siinä nyt tietenki 

[artikkelit puuttu ja tälleen se vois mm se niinku nii niinpä]  

B: [mut mä annoin sille kyl mä annoin sille suht hyvää kuitenki koska se mitä se sano ni oli kuitenki 

aika jees] 

 

(51) 

B: nii ja sit tietenki se sekään ei oo mikään kielioppivirhe sit jos sanoo jotenki sen lauseen niinku ihan 

miten sattuu mä en tiiä mihin se sit menee täs mihin kategoriaan et jos niinku et onks se sit sitä 

laajuutta just et ei niinku kykene tekee sitä lausetta niinku muodostaa sitä lausetta ollenkaan 

 

(52) 

C: joo sitä mä ajattelin joo 

E: mut nää on kovin lähellä nää nää niinku nää kategoriat toisiaan 



 

 

B: välil oli niinku lauserakenteet huonoja mä annoin siis ainakin noist varmaan oikeellisuudesta B yks 

piste kakkosta enimmäkseen 

D: nii täs nii tietysti puhe sinänsä on niinku semmosta sekavaa että mut sitähän tässä [(xx) nii nii on nii 

näin on kyllä] 

B: [nii mut se on eri asia että et teeksä niinku virheellisiä aloituksia vai teeksä kielioppivirheitä] et ku 

sitä nyt kerta niinku tavallaan arvioidaan 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 7: Symbols used in transcription. 

 

 

Unknown speaker  ?? 

Unintelligible speech  (xx) 

Uncertain transcription (text) 

Overlapping speech  [text] 

Laughter   @@  

Unfinished utterances  unfi- 

Referred test participant <NAME> 

Reading aloud   <READING>text</READING>   

Incomprehensible noise <MAKES NOISE> 

Switching into English <FOREIGN>text</FOREIGN> 

 

 




